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Abstract
We build a model in which the continuum hypothesis and Suslin’s hypothesis are true, yet
there is an Aronszajn tree with no stationary antichain.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we build a model of set theory in which Suslin’s hypothesis and the
continuum hypothesis are true and there is an Aronszajn tree in which every antichain
I has the property that {rk(x) : x∈I} is a non-stationary subset of !1 (we say in this
case that the tree has no stationary antichain).
Some combinatorial principles which have received extensive study and which are
related to the present work are the continuum hypothesis (CH), Suslin’s hypothesis
(SH), Kurepa’s hypothesis (KH), every Aronszajn tree is special (EATS), and some
Aronszajn tree has no stationary antichain (NSA). Clearly EATS implies not NSA,
which in turn implies SH. Models have been constructed of CH [12], not CH [6],
not SH [14,27] (also [15] for the constructible universe), SH [26], KH (Stewart, un-
published; Solovay (unpublished) proves KH from V =L), not KH (Silver [25], who
observes that this is equiconsistent with an inaccesible cardinal), CH plus SH [9], not
KH plus not CH [7], SH plus not KH [8], EATS [5], SH plus not EATS [22,23,
Conclusion IX.4.8], SH plus CH plus not EATS [20], SH plus CH plus not KH plus
not EATS [18], and SH plus NSA [19].
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In every case, if Kurepa’s hypothesis is to hold then no large cardinals are needed,
whereas if Kurepa’s hypothesis is to fail then an inaccessible cardinal is necessary and
suGcient.
Some of the cited papers subsume other combinations not listed; for example, the
model of Jensen [9] for CH plus SH is in fact a model of CH plus EATS, and the
model of Shelah [22] for SH plus not EATS is in fact a model in which CH and
EATS and NSA all fail to hold.
It appears that it would be quite straightforward to combine the ideas of the present
paper with the ideas of [18] to obtain a model of SH plus CH plus NSA plus not KH,
which is the last remaining combination of these Hve combinatorial principles.
The forcing iteration of this paper is the same as the forcing iteration of [19] except
that at the stages in which a new club is introduced, it must be done without adding
reals. It was suggested in [19] that this would lead to a model in which CH held, but
at the time we did not know how to show that no reals would be added at the limit
stages. In this paper we show how the elegant results of Shelah [24] and Eisworth [10]
can be generalized to establish that it is, in fact, the case that no reals are added.
2. Three forcings to kill a stationary subset of !1
If S is a stationary subset of !1, there are three basic ways that we know of for
forcing a closed unbounded subset of S without collapsing !1. The paradigmatic posets
for these three ways are given in DeHnition 1. Assuming that the complement of S is
also stationary, then the complement of S is the stationary set which is “killed.”
Denition 1. Suppose S ⊆!1 is stationary. We deHne CU (S)= {C ⊆ S :C is a closed
bounded subset of !1}, ordered by reverse end-extension. We deHne CU ∗(S)= {〈; C〉 :
⊆ S and C is a closed unbounded subset of !1 and  is a closed bounded subset of
!1}, ordered by 〈′; C′〉6〈; C〉 iL ′ end-extends  and C′⊆C and ′⊆ ∪C. We
deHne CU ∗∗(S)= {F :F is a 1nite set of pairwise disjoint closed intervals bounded
below !1 such that whenever [; ]∈F then either  is a successor ordinal, or =0,
or  is a limit ordinal and ∈ S}, ordered by reverse inclusion.
The poset CU (S) is due to Baumgartner et al. [4]. The poset CU ∗(!1) is due
to Jensen, and the poset CU ∗∗(!1) is due to Baumgartner [3]. The poset CU ∗∗(S)
appeared in [19].
If G is V -generic for CU (S), then V [G] |=“⋃G is a closed unbounded subset of
S.” If G is V -generic for CU ∗(S), then V [G] |=“⋃ {⊆ S : (∃C) (〈; C〉 ∈G)} is a
closed unbounded subset of S.” If G is V -generic for CU ∗∗(S), then V [G] |=“{∈ S : 
is a limit ordinal and (∃∈!1)(∃F ∈G)([; ]∈F)} is a closed unbounded subset
of S.”
Denition 2. Suppose X is any set. We say that  is large for X iL  is regular and
greater than the least regular ¿2ℵ1 such that P(X )∈H.
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The following deHnition, due to Shelah, is well-known.
Denition 3. Suppose S ⊆!1 and P is a poset. We say that P is S-proper iL whenever
 is large for P and N is a countable elementary substructure of H and P ∈N and
p∈P ∩N and !1 ∩N ∈ S, then there is q6p such that q is N -generic.
Each of CU (S) and CU ∗(S) and CU ∗∗(S) is S-proper (see Corollary 16, below),
and hence if S is stationary, each preserves !1.
3. T-preserving posets
For each !1-tree T we deHne a class of posets which do not add any uncountable
branches to T and, if T is Suslin, they do not add any stationary antichains to T . This
class is a subclass of the class of proper forcings, and it is closed under the formation
of countable support iterations.
Denition 4. We say that T is an !1-tree iL the height of T is !1 and every level
of T is countable, and whenever x∈T and rk(x)6¡!1 then there is y¿x such that
rk(y)= , and each node of limit rank is determined by its set of predecessors.
Notice that every such tree is isomorphic to one which is in H!2 . We shall assume
that all trees mentioned hereafter are in fact elements of H!2 . The following concept
comes from [19] (see also [23, DeHnition III.8.3]).
Denition 5. Suppose T is an !1-tree and  is large for T and N is a countable
elementary substructure of H and T ∈N . We say that x is N - ∗ -generic iL x∈T and
rk(x)=!1 ∩N and for every A∈N we have that if x∈A then there is y∈A∩N such
that y ¡x.
Lemma 6. Suppose T is an Aronszajn tree and  is large for T and N is a countable
elementary substructure of H and T ∈N and x∈T and rk(x)=!1 ∩N . Then x is
N - ∗ -generic for T .
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that A∈N and x∈A and (∀y∈A∩N )(y¡x).
Then N |= “A is linearly ordered and (∀¡!1)(∃w∈A)(rk(w)¿).” Hence T has an
uncountable chain. This is a contradiction.
Denition 7. Suppose T is an !1-tree and  is large for T and N is a
countable elementary substructure of H and rk(x)=!1 ∩N . We say that x is N -generic
iL x∈T and for every A∈N we have that if x∈A then there is y∈A∩N such that
y¡x.
Lemma 8. Suppose T is Suslin and  is large for T and N is a countable elementary
substructure of H and T ∈N and x∈T and rk(x)=!1 ∩N . Then x is N -generic.
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Proof. Suppose A∈N and x∈A. Let B= {y∈A∩T : (∀ z¡y)(z =∈A)}. We have
B∈N . Take y06x such that y0 ∈B. Suppose y0 =∈N . Then N |=“(∀¡!1)(∃y∈B)
(¡rk(y)).” This is impossible, as T does not have any uncountable antichains. Hence
y0 ∈N . Necessarily, we have y0¡x. Hence x is N -generic.
Denition 9. Suppose P is a poset and T is an !1-tree and  is large for P and
N is a countable elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N . We say that p∈P
is (N; P; T )-preserving iL p is N -generic and for every x∈T we have that if x is
N - ∗ -generic then p “x is N [GP]- ∗ -generic” and if x is N -generic then p “x is
N [GP]-generic.”
Lemma 10. Suppose  is large for P ∗ Q˙ and N is a countable elementary substruc-
ture of H and {P ∗ Q˙; T}∈N and (p; q˙)∈P ∗ Q˙. Then we have that p is (N; P; T )-
preserving and p “q˙ is (N [GP]; Q˙; T )-preserving” i5 (p; q˙) is (N; P ∗ Q˙; T )-preserving.
Proof. Clear.
Lemma 11. Suppose T is Suslin and  is large for P and N is a countable
elementary substructure of H and P ∈N , and suppose p∈P is (N; P; T )-preserving
and p “I is an antichain of OT and I∈N [GP].” Then p “(∀ x∈I)(rk(x) =
!1 ∩N [GP]).”
Proof. Otherwise, we could take p′6p and x∈T such that rk(x)=!1 ∩N and
p′  “ Ox∈I.” By Lemma 8 we have p′  “(∃y¡ Ox)(y∈I∩N [GP]), contradicting the
fact that I is an antichain.” The lemma is established.
Denition 12. We say that P is T -preserving iL whenever  is large for P and N is
a countable elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N and p∈P ∩N then there is
q6p such that q is (N; P; T )-preserving.
Lemma 13. Suppose T is an !1-tree and P is T -preserving. Then P does not add
any uncountable branches of T .
Proof. Suppose that p∈P and p “b˙ is an uncountable branch of T .” Let  be
large for {P; p; b˙} and let N be a countable elementary substructure of H such that
{P; T; p; b˙}∈N . Let !=!1 ∩N . Take q6p such that q is (N; P; T )-preserving. Take
q′6q and x∈T such that rk(x)= ! and q′  “ Ox∈ b˙.” If x is N - ∗ -generic then q′ 
“(∃y∈ b˙∩N )(y ¡x),” which is impossible. Hence x is not N - ∗ -generic. Therefore we
may take A∈N such that x∈A and (∀y∈A∩N )(y¡x). We have q′  “A∩N ⊆ b˙,”
hence q′  “N [GP] |= ‘A is an uncountable linearly ordered subset of b˙.’ ” Hence
q′  “b˙= {"∈T : (∃#∈A)("6#)}∈ OV .” The lemma is established.
Lemma 14. Suppose T is an !1-tree and  is large for P and N is a countable
elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N and p∈P ∩N and x is both N -generic
for T and N - ∗ - generic for T , and suppose that A∈N is a P-name for a subset
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of T . Then there is q6p and y¡x and z ∈T ∩N such that z ¡x and q∈N and
either q “x =∈A” or q “{y; z}⊆A.”
Proof. Let B= {y∈T :p1 “y =∈A”}. If x =∈B let r=p and otherwise, using the fact
that B∈N and x is N -generic for T , take y¡x and r6p such that r ∈N and r  “y
∈A.” Now let C = {z ∈T : r 1 “z =∈A”}. If x =∈C let q= r and otherwise, using the fact
that x is N - ∗ -generic for T take z ∈T ∩N and q6r such that q∈N and z ¡x and
q “z ∈A.” The lemma is established.
Lemma 15. Suppose P is one of CU (S) or CU ∗(S) or CU ∗∗(S) and  is large for
P and N is a countable elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N , and suppose
that !1 ∩N ∈ S, and suppose p∈P ∩N . Then there is q6p such that q is (N; P; T )-
preserving.
Proof. First we assume that P is one of CU (S) or CU ∗(S). Let 〈Dn : n∈!〉 list all
D∈N such that D is open dense in P. Let 〈〈xn; An〉 : n∈!〉 list all pairs 〈x; A〉 such
that A∈N is a P-name for a subset of T and x∈T and rk(x)=!1 ∩N .
Using Lemmas 6, 8, and 14, build a sequence 〈〈pn; p∗n〉 : n∈!〉 such that p0 =p
and for every n∈! we have the following:
(1) pn+16p∗n6pn,
(2) pn and p∗n are in P ∩N and pn+1 ∈Dn,
(3) if xn is N -generic then either p∗n  “xn =∈An” or (∃y ¡ xn)(p∗n  “y∈An”),
(4) if xn is N -∗-generic then either p∗n  “xn =∈An” or (∃z ∈T ∩N )(z ¡xn and p∗n 
“z ∈An”).
If P is CU (S), let q=
⋃ {pn : n∈!}∪ {!1 ∩N}. If instead P is CU ∗(S), then for
each n∈! let pn= 〈n; Cn〉, and let q= 〈
⋃ {n : n∈!}∪ {!1 ∩N},
⋂ {Cn : n∈!}〉.
Clearly (∀ n∈!)(q6pn). It follows that q is (N; P; T )-preserving, so we are done.
Now we assume that P is CU ∗∗(S). Let !=!1 ∩N and let q=p∪{{!}}. Notice
that q is N -generic. We show that q is (N; P; T )-preserving. Suppose that A∈N is a
P-name for a subset of T and x∈T and rk(x)= !. Suppose q′6q and q′  “x∈A.”
Let q˜= q′ ∩N . Using Lemma 14, take p′6q˜ and y¡x and z ∈T ∩N such that z ¡x
and p′ ∈N and p′  “{y; z}⊆A:” Because p′ ∪ q′6q′ we have q′ 1 “{y; z}*A.” This
suGces to establish that q is (N; P; T )-preserving, and the lemma is established.
Corollary 16. Suppose P is one of CU (S) or CU ∗(S) or CU ∗∗(S). Then P is S-
proper, and hence if S is stationary, we have V [GP] |=“S is stationary.” In particular,
P does not collapse !1.
Proof. By Lemma 15.
4. T-preserving posets and chain conditions
In this section we explore a relativization of Shelah’s notion of ℵ2-p.i.c. ([23, Chap.
VIII]) to the class of T -preserving forcings.
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Denition 17. Suppose (¡!2 and S ⊆!1. We say that P has (T;ℵ2; S; ()-p.i.c. iL
whenever  is large for P and M and N are elementary substructures of H and
!1 ∩N ∈ S and (¡i¡j¡!2 and {P; T}∈M ∩N and cf (i)= cf (j)=!1 and i∈N and
j∈M and sup(!2 ∩N )¡j and i∩N = j∩M and p∈P ∩N and h is an isomorphism
from N onto M and h is the identity on N ∩M and h(i)= j, then there is q6p such
that q6h(p) and q is (N; P; T )-preserving and (∀ r ∈N )(∀ q′6q)(∃q∗6q′)(q∗6r iL
q∗6h(r)).
Notice that if P has (T;ℵ2; S; ()-p.i.c. and (¡(′¡!2 then P has (T;ℵ2; S; (′)-p.i.c.
Denition 18. We say P has (T;ℵ2; S)-p.i.c. iL P has (T;ℵ2; S; ()-p.i.c. for some (¡!2.
We say P has (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c. iL P has (T;ℵ2; !1; ()-p.i.c. We say P has (T;ℵ2)-p.i.c.
iL P has (T;ℵ2; !1; ()-p.i.c. for some (¡!2.
The notation introduced in DeHnition 18 contains an ambiguity as we do not exclude
S = (, but the meaning will always be clear from context. Notice that compared with
[23, DeHnition VIII.2.1] we have not only added the parameters S and T but we also
have added the parameter (. This ordinal is used to circumvent the diGculty in the
proof of [23, Lemma VIII.2.4].
Lemma 19. Suppose P is one of CU (S) or CU ∗(S) or CU ∗∗(S). Then P has (T;ℵ2;
S)-p.i.c.
Proof. We show that P has (T;ℵ2; S; 0)-p.i.c. Suppose ; N;M; i; j; h; and p are as in
the hypothesis of DeHnition 17. If P is one of CU (S) or CU ∗∗(S) then h is the
identity map on P ∩N , and hence any q6p such that q is (N; P; T )-preserving will
serve to witness the conclusion of DeHnition 17. So assume instead that P=CU ∗(S).
Pick q′6p such that q′ is (N; P; T )-preserving. Take  and C such that p′=(; C).
Let C′=
⋂ {D∈M ∪N :D is closed and unbounded in !1}, and let q=(; C′). Then
q is as required.
Lemma 20. Suppose CH holds and S is a stationary subset of !1 and P has (T;ℵ2; S)-
p.i.c. Then P has !2-c.c.
Proof. Fix (¡!2 such that P has (T;ℵ2; S; ()-p.i.c., and let D= {i¡!2 : (¡i and
cf (i)=!1}. Fix Tp= 〈pi : i∈D〉 such that (∀ i∈D)(pi ∈P); it suGces to show that
there exist i = j both in D such that pi is compatible with pj. Let  be large for
{P; Tp} and for each i∈D let Ni be an elementary substructure of H such that
{P; T; i; Tp;!2}∈Ni and !1 ∩Ni ∈ S. It suGces to show that there are "¡- both in D
and h an isomorphism from N" onto N- such that "∩N"= -∩N- and sup(!2 ∩N")¡-
and h(")= - and h is the identity map on N" ∩N-, for then by DeHnition 17 we know
that p" is compatible with h(p")=p-. By Fodor’s Lemma [11] we may take S1⊆D
of size ℵ2 such that i¡j both in S1 implies sup(i∩Ni)= sup(j∩Nj). Necessarily we
have sup(i∩Ni)= sup(i∩Nj) for such i and j. By CH we may take S2⊆ S1 of size
ℵ2 such that whenever {i; j}⊆ S2 then i∩Ni = i∩Nj. Take S3⊆ S2 of size ℵ2 such
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that whenever i¡j are both in S3 then sup(!2 ∩Ni)¡j. By the .-system lemma [17]
we may take S4⊆ S3 of size ℵ2 and a countable N such that whenever i¡j are both
from S4 then Ni ∩Nj =N . Fix an enumeration 〈ck : k ∈!〉 of N . For each i∈ S4 let
N+i be the structure 〈Ni; ∈ ; i; c0; c1; : : :〉. Up to isomorphism there are only ℵ1-many
possible N+i , so we may Hx i¡j both in S4 with N
+
i isomorphic to N
+
j . Let h be the
isomorphism; we are done.
5. Iteration of T-preserving forcings
In this section we establish the relevant preservation theorems for the class of
T -preserving forcings iterated with countable support.
Denition 21. Suppose 〈P1 : 16〉 is a countable support forcing iteration. We say that
P is strictly T -preserving iL whenever  is large for P and N is a countable elemen-
tary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N and "∈ ∩N and p is (N; P"; T )-preserving
and p “q˙∈ P˙"; ∩N [GP" ]” then there is r ∈P such that r is (N; P; T )-preserving and
r  "=p and p “r  ["; )6q˙” and supt(r)⊆ "∪N .
Lemma 22. Suppose P is strictly T -preserving. Then P is T -preserving.
Proof. Take "=0 in DeHnition 21.
The following lemma is in the spirit of [23, Theorem III.2.8].
Lemma 23. Suppose 〈P1 : 16〉 is a countable support forcing iteration. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) P is strictly T -preserving.
(2) For every regular ¿!1 such that P ∈H there is a club C ⊆ [H]! such that
whenever N ∈C and N ≺H and {P; T}∈N and "∈ ∩N and p is (N; P"; T )-
preserving and p “q˙∈ P˙"; ∩N [GP" ]” then there is r ∈P such that r is (N;
P; T )-preserving and r  "=p and p “r  ["; )6q˙” and supt(r)⊆ "∪N .
(3) For some  which is large for P we have that whenever N is a countable
elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N and "∈ ∩N and p is (N; P"; T )-
preserving and p “q˙∈ P˙"; ∩N [GP" ]” then there is r ∈P such that r is (N; P;
T )-preserving and r  "=p and p “r  ["; )6q˙” and supt(r)⊆ "∪N .
(4) For some regular ¿!1 such that P ∈H there is a club C ⊆ [H]! such that
whenever N ∈C and N ≺H and {P; T}∈N and "∈ ∩N and p is (N; P"; T )-
preserving and p “q˙∈ P˙"; ∩N [GP" ]” then there is r ∈P such that r is (N;
P; T )-preserving and r  "=p and p “r  ["; )6q˙” and supt(r)⊆ "∪N .
Proof. We Hrst show (4) implies (1). Let 0 be the least witness to (4), and sup-
pose  is large for P and N is a countable elementary substructure of H and
{P; T}∈N . Because 0 is .1-deHnable from parameters which are in H, and  is
regular, we have that 0 ∈H. Let C0 = {M ∈ [H0 ]! :M ≺H0 and {P; T}∈M and
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whenever "∈ ∩M and p is (M;P"; T )-preserving and p “q˙∈ P˙";  ∩M [GP" ]” then
there is r ∈P such that r  "=p and p  “r  ["; )6 q˙” and r is (M;P; T )-preserving
and supt(r)⊆ " ∪ M}. We have C0 ∈N and C0 contains a closed unbounded sub-
set of [H0 ]
!, so we may take C ∈N such that C ⊆C0 and C is a club of [H0 ]!.
Let 〈2n : n∈!〉 list N ∩H0 . Build 〈Mn : n ∈ !〉 such that for every n∈! we have
{2n;Mn}∈Mn+1 ∈C ∩N . We have N ∩H0 =
⋃{Mn : n∈!}∈C. Given "∈ ∩N
and p which is (N; P"; T )-preserving and q˙ such that p  “q˙∈ P˙";  ∩N [GP" ]” we
have that p is (N ∩H0 ; P"; T )-preserving and p  “q˙∈ P˙";  ∩ (N ∩H0 )[GP" ].” Be-
cause N ∩H0 ∈C0, we may take r ∈P such that r  " = p and r is (N ∩H0 ; P; T )-
preserving and p  “r  ["; )6q˙” and supt(r)⊆ "∪ (N ∩H0 ). Clearly we have that r
is (N; P; T )-preserving.
We now prove (1) implies (2). Given ¿!1 such that  is regular and P ∈H, Hx
a regular cardinal ¿ such that  is large for P. Let C = {M ≺H :M is countable
and {P; T}∈M and there is some N ≺H such that ∈N and N ∩H = M}. Now C
is as required in (2).
Clearly (2) implies (4) and (1) implies (3) and (3) implies (4), so we are done.
Lemma 24. Suppose T is Suslin and 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support iteration based
on 〈Q˙" : "¡〉, and suppose that for each "¡ we have one of the following:
(i) 1 P" “Q˙" is T -preserving.”
(ii) 1 P" “I"⊆T is an antichain and Q˙" is one of CU (S") or CU ∗(S") or CU ∗∗(S"),
where S" = {-¡!1 : (∀y∈I")(rk(y) = -)}.”
Then P is strictly T -preserving.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the iteration, so we assume that
P is strictly T -preserving for all ¡. Suppose that  is large for P and N is a
countable elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈N and the sequence of names
〈〈I"; S"〉 : "¡〉 is in N , and suppose "∈ ∩N . Let !=!1 ∩N and suppose that q
is (N; P"; T )-preserving and q  “p˙∈ P˙";  ∩N [GP" ].” We build r ∈P such that r is
(N; P; T )-preserving and r  " = q and q  “r  ["; )6p˙” and supt(r)⊆ "∪N .
Successor step: =  + 1.
By the induction hypothesis we may assume "= . (Technically, this requires
[18, Lemma 14], which states that whenever r  "  “r  ["; )6q˙   and q˙∈ P˙";  ∩
N [GP" ]” then r    “q˙  [; )∈N [GP ].” This seemingly innocuous fact actually re-
quires considerable care; see [18, Lemma 74] and the appendix to the present paper.)
Because q is N -generic we have q  “!=!1 ∩N [GP ].” If 1 P “Q˙ is T -preserving,”
then we may take s˙ such that 1 P “s˙6p˙() and s˙ is (N [GP ]; Q˙; T )-preserving.”
If instead 1 P “Q˙ is one of CU (S) or CU
∗(S) or CU ∗∗(S)” then we have q 
“!∈ S” by Lemma 11, so using Lemma 15 we may take s˙ as in the preceding sen-
tence. In either case, take r ∈P such that r   = q and r() = s˙. We have that r is
(N; P; T )-preserving.
Limit step:  is a limit ordinal.
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Let ′= sup(∩N ) and let 〈m :m∈!〉 be an increasing sequence from ∩N coH-
nal in ′ such that 0 = ". Let 〈m :m∈!〉 enumerate the set of all ∈N such that 
is a P-name for an ordinal. Let 〈〈xm; Am〉 :m∈!〉 enumerate all pairs 〈x; A〉 such that
x∈T and rk(x)= ! and A∈N and A is a P-name for a subset of T .
We build 〈〈qm; p˙m〉 :m ∈ !〉 such that all of the following hold:
(1) q0 = q and qm is (N; Pm ; T )-preserving and qm+1  m= qm and supt(qm)⊆ "∪N
and qm  “qm+1  [m; m+1)6p˙m  m+1” and
(2) p˙0 = p˙ and qm+1  “p˙m+1 ∈ P˙m+1 ; ∩N [GPm+1 ] and p˙m+16p˙m  [m+1; ) and
for some ordinal 5m ∈N [GPm+1 ] we have p˙m+1  ‘m= O5m, and if xm ∈Am then
(∃y∈Am)(∃z ∈Am ∩N )(y¡xm and z ¡xm).’ ”
We may take p˙m+1 satisfying (2) by Lemma 14, and we may take qm as in (1) by
the fact that Pm is strictly T -preserving.
Let r be that element of P such that r  ′=
⋃{qm :m ∈ !} and supt(r)⊆ ′.
We show that r is N -generic. Suppose r  “ is an ordinal and ∈N [GP ].” Take
r′6r and m∈! such that r′  “= m.” We have qm+1 is N -generic, so we have
qm+1  “5m ∈N”. Furthermore, we have that qm+1  “supt(p˙m+1)⊂N ,” also because
qm+1 is N -generic. Hence (qm+1; p˙m+1)∈P. Because r′6(qm+1; p˙m+1) we have r′ 
“ = m = 5m ∈N .” Thus we have that r is N -generic.
A similar argument shows that r is (N; P; T )-preserving.
This completes the proof, except that the deHnition of strictly T -preserving requires
that such a condition r exists whenever N is a countable elementary substructure of
H containing {P; T} and "∈ ∩N . We have contrarily assumed that N contains
the parameter 〈〈I1; S1〉 : 1¡〉. By Lemma 23 this is not a problem. The lemma is
established.
Notice that if we drop the parameter T we obtain the following result:
Fact 25. Suppose 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support iteration of proper forcings, and
suppose  is large for P and N is a countable elementary substructure of H and
P ∈N and ∈ ∩N and p∈P is N -generic and p  “q˙∈ P˙;  ∩N [GP ].” Then
there is r ∈P such that r is N -generic and r  =p and p  “r  [; )6q˙” and
supt(r)⊆ ∪N .
This fact appeared in [20, Lemma 25]. A similar fact appears in [1, Lemma 2.6], [2,
Lemma 6.1.3, 13, Lemma 3.18], and [23, Theorem III.3.2 and Lemma III.
3.3H]; however, the version given by these authors is weaker than the version
given here, insofar as they posit a hypothesis that entails p  “q˙∈N” rather than
the weaker p  “q˙∈N [GP ]” occurring here. See [21] for further remarks on this
point.
Denition 26. Suppose 6(¡!2 and 〈P : 6〉 is a countable support forcing itera-
tion. We say that P has strict (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c. iL whenever  is large for P and N is a
countable elementary substructure of H and {P; T; !2}∈N and 1∈ ∩N and q∈P1
is (N; P1; T )-preserving and q  “p˙∈ P˙1;  ∩N [GP1 ]” and i; j; N;M , and h are as in the
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hypothesis of DeHnition 17 for the poset P with (¡i, and (∀r∈P1∩N )(∀s6q)(∃s′6s)
(s′6r iL s′6h(r)), then there is q′ ∈P as in the conclusion of DeHnition 17 with the
additional properties that q  “q′  [1; )6p˙ and q′  [1; )6h1(p˙)” and q′  1= q and
supt(q′)⊆ 1∪N . Here h1 is the P1-named isomorphism from N [GP1 ] onto M [GP1 ] in-
duced by the action of h on P1-names.
Lemma 27. Suppose 〈P1 : 16〉 is a countable support iteration and 6(¡!2. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) P has strict (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c.
(2) For every regular ¿!1 such that P ∈H there is a club C ⊆[H]! such that
whenever N ∈C and M ∈C and N and M are countable elementary substructures
of H and {P; T; !2}∈N ∩M and 1∈ ∩N and q∈P1 is (N; P1; T )-preserving
and q  “p˙∈ P˙1;  ∩N [GP1 ]” and i; j; N;M , and h are as in the hypothesis of Def-
inition 17 for the poset P, and (∀r ∈P1 ∩N )(∀s6q) (∃s′6s)(s′6r iL s′6h(r)),
then there is q′ ∈P as in the conclusion of De1nition 17 such that q  “q′  [1; )
6p˙ and q′  [1; )6h1(p˙)” and q′  1= q and supt(q′)⊆1∪N .
(3) For some  which is large for P we have that whenever N is a countable elemen-
tary substructure of H and {P; T; !2}∈N and 1∈ ∩N and q∈P1 is (N; P1; T )-
preserving and q  “p˙∈ P˙1;  ∩N [GP1 ]” and i; j; N;M , and h are as in the hypothe-
sis of De1nition 17 for the poset P and (∀r ∈P1 ∩N ) (∀s6q)(∃s′6s)(s′6r iL s′
6h(r)), then there is q′ ∈P as in the conclusion of De1nition 17 such that q 
“q′  [1; )6p˙ and q′  [1; )6h1(p˙)” and q′  1= q and supt(q′)⊆ 1∪N .
(4) For some regular ¿!1 such that P ∈H there is a club C ⊆ [H]! such that
whenever N and M are countable elementary substructures of H and N ∈C and
M ∈C and {P; T; !2}∈N and 1∈ ∩N and q∈P1 is (N; P1; T )-preserving and
q  “p˙∈ P˙1;  ∩N [GP1 ]” and i; j; N;M , and h are as in the hypothesis of De1-
nition 17 for the poset P and (∀r ∈P1 ∩N )(∀s6q)(∃s′6s)(s′6r iL s′6h(r)),
then there is q′ ∈P as in the conclusion of De1nition 17 such that q  “q′  [1; )
6p˙ and q′  [1; )6h1(p˙)” and q′  1= q and supt(q′)⊆1∪N .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 23.
Lemma 28. Suppose 6(¡!2 and T is Suslin and 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support
iteration based on (Q˙" : "¡〉 and suppose for every "¡ we have either
(1) 1 P" “Q˙" has (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c.,” or
(2) 1 P" “I"⊆T is an antichain and Q˙" is one of CU (S") or CU ∗(S") or CU ∗∗(S"),
where S"= {-¡!1 : (∀y∈In)(rk(y) = -)}.”
Then P has strict (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c.
Proof. By induction on . Assume that  is large for P and N is a countable
elementary substructure of H and {P; T; !2}∈N and suppose also that 〈〈I"; S"〉 : "
¡〉 ∈N . Suppose also that 1; q; p˙; i; j; M; h, and ( are as in the hypothesis of
DeHnition 26.
Case 1:  is a successor ordinal.
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Fix  such that =  + 1. By the induction hypothesis we may take q˜∈P such
that q  “q˜  [1; )6p˙   and q˜  [1; )6h1(p˙  )” and q˜  1= q and supt(q˜)⊆ 1∪N
and q˜ is as in the conclusion of DeHnition 17. If 1 P “Q˙ has (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c.,” we
may choose q∗ a P-name such that q˜  “q∗6p˙() and q∗ witnesses the conclusion of
DeHnition 17.” If instead 1  “Q˙ is one of CU (S") or CU
∗(S"), then by Lemma 11
we have that q˜  “!1 ∩N [GP ]∈ S,” and hence by Lemma 19 we may Hnd a condition
q∗ as in the preceding sentence. In either case, we take q′ ∈P such that q′  = q˜ and
q˜  “q′() = q∗.”
Case 2:  is a limit ordinal.
Let = sup(∩N ) and let 〈m :m∈!〉 be an increasing sequence from ∩N coHnal
in  such that 0 = 1. Let !=!1 ∩N . Let 〈m :m ∈ !〉 list all ∈N such that  is a
P-name for an ordinal. Let 〈〈xm; Am〉 :m∈!〉 list all pairs 〈x; A〉 such that x∈T and
rk(x) = ! and A is a P-name for a subset of T and A∈N . Notice that ∩N = ∩M
because (¿k. Build 〈〈qm; pm〉 :m∈!〉 such that q0 = q and p0 = p˙ and the following
requirements are satisHed:
(1) qm ∈Pm and qm is (N; Pm ; T )-preserving and (∀r ∈Pm ∩N ) (∀s6qm)(∃s′6s)(s′
6r iL s′6h(r)),
(2) qm  “pm+16pm  [m; ) and pm+1 ∈ P˙m; ∩N [GPm ]”,
(3) qm+1  m= qm and qm  “qm+1  [m; m+1)6pm+1  m+1 and qm+1  [m; m+1)
6hm(pm+1  m+1)” where hm is the Pm -named isomorphism from N [GPm ] onto
M [GPm ] inherited from the action of h,
(4) for some Pm -name for an ordinal -m we have qm  “pm+1  ‘m = V-m’”,
(5) qm  “pm+1  ‘xm ∈Am or (∃y∈Am)(∃z ∈Am ∩N )(y¡xm and z ¡xm)’”,
(6) supt(qm)⊆ 1∪N .
The construction is possible as follows. Given qm and pm, use Lemma 14 to take
pm+1 satisfying requirements (2) and (5). Clearly by strengthening pm+1 (in the model
N [GPm ]) we may satisfy requirement (4) as well. Then use the fact that Pm+1 has strict
(T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c. to choose qm+1 satisfying requirements (1), (3), and (6).
Now choose q′ ∈P such that supt(q′)⊆  and for every m∈! we have q′  m= qm.
We have that q′ is as required in the conclusion of DeHnition 26. This completes the
recursive construction.
In DeHnition 26, we have that N and M are universally quantiHed over all countable
elementary substructures of H which, with the appropriate i and j and h, satisfy the
hypothesis of the deHnition. In the above construction, we have contrarily assumed
that N and M contained the parameter 〈〈I"; S"〉 : "¡〉. This is not a problem, by
Lemma 27.
Lemma 29. Suppose CH holds and T is Suslin and 〈P" : "6!2〉 is a countable support
iteration based on 〈Q˙" : "¡!2〉 and suppose for every "¡!2 we have either
(1) 1 P" “Q˙" has (T;ℵ2)-p.i.c.,” or
(2) 1 P" “I"⊆T is an antichain and Q˙" is one of CU (S") or CU ∗(S") or CU ∗∗(S"),
where S" = {-¡!1 : (∀y∈I")(rk(y) = -)}.”
Then P! 2 has ℵ2-c.c.
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Proof. We Hrst prove by induction on ¡!2 that P has ℵ2-c.c.
For each "¡, take (˙" such that 1 P" “(˙"¡!2 and either Q˙" has (T;ℵ2; (˙")-p.i.c.
or Q˙" is one of CU (S") or CU
∗(S") or CU ∗∗(S").” Because by the induction hypothesis
we have that P" has ℵ2-c.c., we may take (′"¡!2 such that 1 P" “(˙"6 O(′".” Take (¡!2
to be an upper bound for {(′" : "¡}, requiring also that 6(. Then by Lemma 28 we
have that P has strict (T;ℵ2; ()-p.i.c., and hence P has (T;ℵ2)-p.i.c. Therefore P has
ℵ2-c.c. This completes the induction.
Because P has ℵ2-c.c. for every ¡!2, and because the iteration uses countable
supports over a ground model in which CH holds, we have that P! 2 has ℵ2-cc.
6. Strongly T-preserving posets
In Shelah’s early work on iterations of proper forcing in which no reals are added, an
important notion is ¡!1-properness. This says roughly that given a continuous tower
of elementary submodels and a condition in the smallest model, there is a stronger
condition which is simultaneously generic for all the models in the tower. Weaker
versions have played roles in subsequent work on not adding reals [23, Chapter XVIII],
[24,10]. Theorem 3 of [10] is particularly elegant, and it is this theorem which we
generalize in this section by the introduction of the parameter T .
Denition 30. Suppose X is any set and S ⊆!1. We say that 〈Ni : i66〉 is a (; S)-
tower for X iL  is large for X and 〈Ni : i66〉 is a continuous tower of countable
elementary substructures of H and X ∈N0 and for all i¡6 we have 〈Nj : j6i〉 ∈Ni+1,
and for all i66 we have !1 ∩Ni ∈ S and i∈Ni. When S = !1 we omit it.
Denition 31. Suppose T is an !1-tree and X is a set and  is large for {P; X } and
N = 〈Ni : i66〉 is a -tower for {P; T; X }. We set Spec(N; P; T ) to be the P-name
characterized by 1 P “Spec(N; P; T ) = {i66 : Ord∩Ni[GP] =Ord∩Ni and for every
A˙∈Ni[GP] and every x∈ A˙∩T such that rk(x)=!1 ∩Ni we have (∃y¡x)(∃z ¡x)(y∈
A˙ and z ∈ A˙∩Ni)}.”
Denition 32. Suppose T is an !1-tree and  is large for P and N= 〈Ni : i66〉 is
a -tower for {P; T}. We set C(N; P; T ) equal to the P-name characterized by 1 P
“C(N; P; T )= {E⊆Spec(N; P; T ) :E is a closed set of order-type 6 + 1 and (∀j ∈
E)(∀i∈ j∩E)(E ∩Ni ∈Nj[GP])}.” We say that p∈P is (N; P; T )-preserving iL p 
“C(N; P; T )= ∅.”
If we remove the parameter T from the preceding deHnition, we have Eisworth’s
generalization of ¡!1-properness from [10, DeHnition 4.3].
Denition 33. Suppose P is a poset and S ⊆!1. We say that P is strongly (T; S)-
preserving iL there is some set X such that whenever N= 〈Ni : i66〉 is a (; S)-tower
for X and p∈P ∩N0 then there is q6p such that q is (N; P; T )-preserving. When
S =!1 we omit it.
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Lemma 34. Suppose either P=CU (S) or P = CU ∗(S). Then P is strongly (T; S)-
preserving.
Proof. We prove by induction on 6¡!1 that whenever  is large for P and N= 〈Ni :
i66〉 is a (; S)-tower for {P; T} then there is q6p such that q is (N; P; T )-preserving.
Suppose such an N is given and p∈P ∩N0.
For 6=0, the conclusion follows from Lemma 15, so we assume 6¿0.
If 6¿0 is not of the form ! for any countable ordinal ¿0, then we may take
ordinals ¡6 and (¡6 such that +1+ (= 6. By the induction hypothesis, we may
take q16p and E1 such that q1  “E1 ∈C(〈Ni : i6〉; P; T ).” We may assume that
q1 ∈N+1 and also that the P-name E1 is an element of N+1. Now by the induction
hypothesis we may take q6q1 such that q is (〈Ni : ¡i66〉; P; T )-preserving. Clearly
q is as required.
We now assume that 6 is of the form ! with ¿0. First we deHne a function g map-
ping ! into 6. If there is an ordinal 1 with 1+1= , we set g(n)=!1 · n for every n∈!.
Otherwise, we take 〈1n : n∈!〉 an increasing sequence coHnal in  and for every n∈!
we set g(n)=!1n . The relevant fact about the function g is that whenever 〈kn : n∈!〉
is an increasing sequence of integers and 〈Sn : n∈!〉 is a sequence of sets such that for
each n we have that g(kn + 1)¡min(Sn) and sup(Sn)¡g(kn+1 + 1) and the order-type
of Sn is at least g(kn+1 + 1)\g(kn+1), then
⋃{Sn : n∈!} has order-type equal to 6.
Let 〈〈xn; A˙n〉 : n∈!〉 enumerate the set of all pairs 〈x; A˙〉 such that x∈T and rk(x) =
!1 ∩N6 and A˙∈N6 is a P-name for a subset of T . We build 〈〈qn; sn; n; yn; zn; kn; Sn〉 :
n∈!〉 such that q0 = q and k0 = 0 and each of the following hold:
(1) g(kn + 1)¡n¡6 and A˙n ∈Nn ,
(2) if qn  “xn ∈ A˙n” then sn = qn and otherwise sn6qn and yn¡xn and zn ∈T ∩Nn
and yn ∈Nn and zn ¡xn and if xn is N6-generic then sn  “yn ∈ A˙n” and if xn is
N6-∗-generic then sn  “zn ∈ A˙n” and sn ∈Nn ,
(3) kn+1 is an integer such that n¡g(kn+1),
(4) qn+16sn and qn+1  “Sn ∈C(〈Ni : g(kn+1)6i6g(kn+1 + 1)〉; P; T )” and qn+1
∈Ng(kn+1+1)+1 and the P-name Sn is an element of Ng(kn+1+1)+1).
To accomplish this, given qn, let Yn= {y∈T : (∃s6qn)(s  “y∈ A˙n”)}. If xn ∈Yn
or xn is not N6-generic set rn = qn and set ∗n = g(kn + 1) + 1. Otherwise take yn ∈Yn
such that yn¡xn and take ∗n¡6 such that yn ∈N∗n and g(kn+1)¡∗n and take rn6qn
such that rn ∈N∗n and rn  “yn ∈ A˙n.” Next let Zn= {z ∈T : (∃s6rn)(s  “z ∈ A˙n”)}. If
xn ∈Zn or xn is not N6-∗-generic set n= ∗n and sn= rn, and otherwise take zn ∈Zn ∩N6
such that zn ¡xn, and take n¡6 such that ∗n6n and zn ∈Nn and take sn6rn such
that sn ∈Nn and sn  “zn ∈An.” This completes (1) and (2). Next choose kn+1 as in
(3) and Hnally choose qn+1 and Sn as in (4) by using the induction hypothesis.
Let !=!1 ∩N6, and if P=CU (S) let r=
⋃{qn : n∈!}∪ {!}, and if P=CU ∗(S)
then for each n∈! take n and Cn such that 〈n; Cn〉= qn and let q = 〈
⋃{n : n∈!}∪
{!};⋂{Cn : n∈!}〉. Notice that in V [GP] the set S =
⋃{Sn : n∈!}∪ {6} is a closed
set of order-type 6 + 1. Clearly we have q  “(∀j∈ S)(∀i∈ j∩ S)(S ∩Ni ∈Nj[GP]).”
Notice that q is N6-generic because we have that q is Ni-generic for an unbounded set
of i¡6. By requirement (2) we have arranged that q is (N6; P; T )-preserving. Using
these facts, it is clear that q is as required.
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Denition 35. Suppose 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support forcing iteration. We say that
P is strictly strongly T -preserving iL there is some set X such that whenever  is
large for X and N= 〈Ni : i6 6〉 is a -tower for X and "∈ ∩N0 and q∈P" and q 
“p˙∈ P˙";  ∩N0[GP" ] and E ∈C(N; P"; T )” then there is r ∈P such that r  "= q and
supt(r)⊆ "∪N6 and q“r  ["; )6p˙ and r  ["; )‘{E1 ∈C(N; P; T ):E1⊆E}=∅.’”
Lemma 36. Suppose 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support iteration based on 〈Q˙" : "¡〉
and T is Suslin and for all "¡ we have either
(1) 1 P" “Q˙" is strongly T -preserving,” or
(2) 1 P" “I"⊆T is an antichain and Q˙" is one of CU (S") or CU ∗(S"), where
S"= {¡!1 : (∀y∈I")(rk(y) = )}.”
Then P is strictly strongly T -preserving.
Proof. We work by induction on .
First we handle the case in which  is a successor ordinal. Let =  + 1. Fix X
witnessing that P is strictly strongly T -preserving, as in DeHnition 35. Assume Hrst
that 1 P “Q˙ is one of CU (S) or CU
∗(S).” We show that the set {P; X;I; T}
witnesses that P is strictly strongly T -preserving. For suppose that  is large for
{P; X;I} andN= 〈Ni : i66〉 is a -tower for {P; X;I; T} and "∈ ∩N0 and q∈P"
and q  “p˙∈ P˙";  ∩N0[GP" ] and E ∈C(N; P"; T ).” Because P is strictly strongly T -
preserving we may take r1 ∈P and E1 such that r1  "= q and supt(r1)⊆ "∪N6 and
q  “r1  ["; )6p˙   and r1  ["; )  ‘E1⊆E and E1 ∈C(N; P; T ).’” By [23, The-
orem III.2.11] or [18, Theorem 20], we have that 1 P “〈Ni[GP ] : i∈E1〉 is a -tower
for {I; T}.” By Lemma 11 we have 1P “(∀i∈E1)(!1 ∩Ni[GP ]∈ S).” Therefore
by Lemma 34 we may take r˙ such that r1 P “r˙6p˙() and r˙ is (〈Ni[GP ] : i∈E1〉; Q˙;
T )-strongly preserving.” Clearly the condition r ∈P deHned by r  = r1 and r()= r˙
is the required (N; P; T )-strongly preserving condition.
If instead 1P “Q˙ is strongly T -preserving” we have a similar proof, except that
the required witness is the set {X; Y; P; T} where Y is a P-name such that 1 “Y is
a witness to the fact that Q˙ is strongly T -preserving.”
Now we assume that  is a limit ordinal. For each ¡ let X be a set witnessing the
fact that P is strictly strongly T -preserving. Let X = {〈X : ¡〉; P; T}. We show by
induction on 6¡!1 that whenever  is large for X and N = 〈Ni : i66〉 is a -tower
for X and " ∈ ∩N0 and q ∈ P" and q “p˙∈ P˙";  ∩N0[GP" ] and E ∈C(N; P"; T )”
then there is r ∈P as in the conclusion of DeHnition 35.
Case A : 6=0.
We are done by Lemma 24.
Case B : 6¿0 is not of the form ! for any ¿0.
Take ¡6 and (¡6 such that 6=  + 1 + (. By the induction hypothesis we
may take r˙1 and E1 to be P"-names such that q “r˙16p˙ and E1 is a P˙"; -name
and r˙1  ‘E1⊆E and E1 ∈C(〈Ni : i6〉; P; T ).”’ We may assume that q “r˙1 and
the P˙"; -name E1 are in N+1[GP" ].” Now we apply the induction hypothesis again
to obtain r ∈P and E2 with r  "= q and q “r  ["; )6r˙1 and r  ["; ) ‘E2⊆E
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and E2 ∈C(〈Ni : ¡i66〉; P; T )”’ and supt(r)⊆ "∪N6. We have that r  “E1 ∪E2 has
order-type 6+ 1,” so we are done.
Case C : 6=! and ¿0.
Let g be a mapping from ! into 6 deHned as follows. If = -+1 then for every n∈!
we set g(n)=!- · n. Otherwise, we take 〈-n : n∈!〉 an increasing sequence coHnal in
 and for every n∈! we set g(n)=!-n. Let 〈n : n∈!〉 be an increasing sequence
of ordinals from ∩N6 coHnal in sup(∩N6) such that 0 = ". Let 〈〈xn; An〉 : n∈!〉
list all pairs 〈x; A〉 such that x∈T and rk(x)=!1 ∩N6 and A∈N6 is a P-name for a
subset of T .
Build 〈〈qn; p˙n; yn; zn; !n; r˙n; kn; n; En; Sn〉 : n∈!〉 such that q0 = q and p˙0 = p˙ and
E0 = E and we have all of the following:
(1) qn  “r˙n6p˙n  [n; ) and r˙n ∈N6[GPn ] and zn ∈T ∩N6[GPn ] and yn¡xn and zn
¡= xn and r˙n  ‘either {yn; zn}⊆An or xn =∈An’ ”,
(2) qn  “{r˙n; yn; zn}⊆N(n [GPn ] and (n ∈ 6∩En”,
(3) qn  “the order-type of (n ∩En is n, and n¡g(kn), and !n ∈En and the order-type
of !n ∩En is g(kn + 1)”,
(4) qn  “p˙n+16r˙n and p˙n+1 ∈N!n+1[GPn ] and p˙n+1  ‘Sn⊆{i∈En : (n¡i6!n}∩
Spec(N; P; T ) is a closed set of order-type (g(kn+1)+1)\(n+1) and (∀j∈ Sn)
(∀i∈ j∩ Sn)(Sn ∩Ni ∈Nj[GP ]) and Sn ∈N!n+1[GP ]’ ”,
(5) qn+1 ∈Pn+1 and qn+1  n= qn and qn  “qn+1  [n; n+1)6p˙n+1  n+1 and qn+1 
[n; n+1) ‘En+1⊆ (En\(!n + 1))∩Spec(N; Pn+1 ; T ) and En+1 is a closed set of
order-type (6 + 1)\(g(kn + 1) + 1) and (∀j∈En+1)(∀i∈ j∩En+1)(En+1 ∩Ni ∈Nj
[GPn+1 ])”’.
The construction proceeds as follows. Given p˙n and qn, we may choose r˙n as in
(1) by Lemma 14. Next choose the Pn -name (n as in (2). Next choose the Pn -names
n; kn, and !n as in (3). To pick p˙n+1 and Sn as in (4), let D= {q′6qn : (∃kn(q′)∈!)
(∃n(q′)¡6)(∃!n(q′)¡6) (q′  “kn= kn(q′) and n= n(q′) and !n= !n(q′)”)}. Let
J⊆D be a maximal antichain. For each q′ ∈J we may use the induction hypothesis
and the fact that qn “(!n+1)∩En ∈N!n+1[GPn ]” to take p˙n+1(q′) and Sn(q′) such that
q′  “p˙n+1(q
′)6r˙n and p˙n+1(q
′)∈N!n+1[GPn ] and p˙n+1(q′) ‘Sn(q′)⊆{i∈En : n¡i
6!n}∩Spec(N; P; T ) is a closed set of order-type g(kn+1)\(n+1) and (∀j∈ Sn(q′))
(∀i∈ j∩ Sn(q′))(Sn(q′)∩Ni ∈Nj[GP ]) and Sn(q′)∈N!n+1[GP ].”’ Now we deHne p˙n+1
and Sn such that for every q′ ∈J we have q′  “p˙n+1 = p˙n+1(q′) and Sn= Sn(q′).”
Finally take qn+1 as in (5) using the fact that Pn+1 is strictly strongly T -preserving.
Now take r ∈P such that supt(r)⊆ sup{n : n∈!} and for every n∈! we have
r  n= qn. Let S be a P-name such that r  “S =
⋃{Sn : n∈!}∪ {6}.” It is routine
to verify that r and S (in the role of E1) satisfy the conclusion of DeHnition 35.
7. Not adding reals
In this section we discuss a suGcient condition for no reals to be added. This
condition has two parts. One part is a generalization of [20, DeHnition 32], which is
a variant of Shelah’s notion of D-completeness [23, Chapter V]. The second part is
DeHnition 32 given above.
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Denition 37. Suppose T is an !1-tree and  is large for P and M is a countable
elementary substructure of H and {P; T}∈M and p∈P. We say that p is (M;P; T )-
completely preserving iL p is M -generic and whenever x is M -generic for T and
A˙∈M is a P-name for a subset of T then either p “x =∈ A˙” or there is some r¿p
and y¡x such that r ∈M and r  “y∈ A˙,” and whenever x is M -∗-generic for T and B˙
is a P-name for a subset of T then either p “x =∈ B˙” or there is some r¿p and some
y∈T ∩M such that r ∈M and y¡= x and r  “y∈ B˙.”
Denition 38. Suppose  is large for P and M is a countable elementary substructure
of H and P ∈M and p∈P ∩M . We set Gen(M;P; p) equal to the set of all G⊆P ∩M
which satisfy all of the following:
(1) G is M -generic, i.e., whenever D∈M is a dense open subset of P then G ∩D = ∅,
(2) G is directed, i.e., (∀q1 ∈G)(∀q2 ∈G)(∃r ∈G)(r6q1 and r6q2),
(3) p∈G.
Denition 39. Suppose P ∗ Q˙ is a two-step forcing iteration and X is a set. We say
Q˙ is (T; X )-complete for P iL whenever  is large for {P ∗ Q˙; X } and M ≺N are
countable elementary substructures of H and {P ∗ Q˙; T; X }∈M ∈N and (p; q˙)∈
P ∗ Q˙∩M and G ∈Gen(M;P; p)∩N , then there is G′ ∈Gen(M;P ∗ Q˙; (p; q˙)) such
that G= {p′ ∈P : (∃r)((p′; r)∈G′)} and whenever p∗ is a lower bound for G which
is both (M;P; T )-completely preserving and (N; P; T )-preserving then there are p˜6p∗
and s˙ such that (p˜; s˙) is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G′.
Lemma 40. Suppose T is Suslin and P is T -preserving and 1p “I is an antichain
of T and S = {¡!1 : (∀x∈I)(rk(x) = )} and either Q˙=CU (S) or Q˙=CU ∗(S).”
Then Q˙ is (T;I)-complete for P.
Proof. Suppose  is large for {P∗Q˙;I} and M is a countable elementary substructure
of H and {P ∗ Q˙; T;I}∈M and (p; q˙)∈P ∗ Q˙∩M and G ∈Gen(M;P; p). We do not
need the model N in this lemma.
Let 〈m :m∈!〉 enumerate the set of all ∈M such that  is a P ∗ Q˙-name for an
ordinal. Let 〈〈xm; A˙m〉 :m∈!〉 enumerate the set of all pairs 〈x; A˙〉 such that x∈T and
rk(x)=!1 ∩M and A˙∈M is a P∗Q˙-name for a subset of T . Build 〈〈q˙m; r˙m; s˙m〉 :m∈!〉
such that q˙0 = q˙ and each of the following :
(1) r˙m ∈M and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “r˙m6q˙m”) and either there are y¡xm and p′ ∈G such
that (p′; r˙m) “y∈ A˙m” or whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower
bound for G we have (p˜; r˙m) “xm =∈ A˙m”
(2) s˙m ∈M and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “s˙m6r˙m”) and either there are z ∈T ∩M and p′ ∈G
such that z¡= xm and (p′; s˙m) “z ∈ A˙m; ” or whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T )-completely
preserving lower bound for G we have (p˜; s˙m) “xm =∈ A˙m”
(3) q˙m+1 ∈M and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “q˙m+16s˙m and for some ordinal 5m we have q˙m+1 
‘m= 5m’”).
The construction proceeds as follows. Given q˙m let B∈M be a P-name such that
1 “B= {w∈T : q˙m 1 ‘w =∈ A˙m’}.”
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Claim. Suppose p˜ is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G. Then
either p˜ “xm =∈B” or (∃y¡xm)(∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “y∈B”).
Proof. Suppose p˜1 “xm =∈B.” Because p˜ is (M;P; T )-completely preserving we may
take r¿p˜ and y¡xm such that r ∈M and r  “y∈B.” Let D= {r′ ∈P : r′6r or r′ is
incompatible with r}. Because D∈M is dense, we may take p′ ∈D∩G. We have that
p˜ is below both r and p′, hence p′ is not incompatible with r. Hence p′6r and the
claim is established.
We now use the Claim to construct r˙m as in (1). If (∃y¡xm)(∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “y∈B”),
then let y and p′ be witnesses, and we have p′  “q˙m  ‘y =∈ A˙m,”’ so we may take r˙m
such that p′  “r˙m6q˙m and r˙m  ‘y∈ A˙m.”’ By elementarity we may assume r˙m ∈M .
If instead there is no y¡xm such that (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “y∈B”), then by the Claim
we know that whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G
we have p˜ “xm =∈B.” In this case we have p˜ “q˙m  ‘xm =∈ A˙m,”’ and so we fulHll
requirement (1) by setting r˙m= q˙m. This argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 14,
except that we need to use the fact that the P-name B is in M rather than the weaker
fact that B is forced to be an element of M [GP].
The argument that s˙m may be taken to fulHll requirement (2) is analogous, and it is
obvious that we may take q˙m+1 to fulHll requirement (3).
Let G′= {(p′; q′)∈P ∗ Q˙∩M :p′ ∈G and (∃p∗ ∈G)(∃m∈!)(p∗  “q˙m6q′”)}.
Notice that if p˜ is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G then by
Lemma 11 we have that p˜ “!1 ∩M ∈ S” and hence p˜ “{q˙m :m∈!} has a lower
bound.” Fix p˜ and let s˙ be a name for this lower bound. Clearly (p˜; s˙) is an (M;P∗
Q˙; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G′. Therefore we have that G′ ∈Gen(M;
P ∗ Q˙; (p; q˙)) and we are done.
Lemma 41. Suppose Q˙ is (T; X )-complete for P and  is large for {P ∗ Q˙; X } and
M ≺N are countable elementary substructures of H and {P ∗ Q˙; X; T}∈M ∈N and
(p; q˙)∈P ∗ Q˙∩M and G ∈Gen(M; T; P; p)∩N . Then there are a P-name s˙ and a set
G′ ∈Gen(M; T; P ∗ Q˙; (p; q˙)) such that G= {p′ ∈P : (∃ r˙)((p′; r˙)∈G′)} and whenever
p˜ is a lower bound for G which is (M;P; T )-completely preserving and (N; P; T )-
preserving then (p˜; s˙) is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G′.
Proof. Let G′ be as in the conclusion of DeHnition 39 and for every p′ ∈P such that p′
is a lower bound for G which is both (M;P; T )-completely preserving and (N; P; T )-
preserving let s˙(p′) be as in the conclusion of DeHnition 39. Let J be a maximal
antichain of the set of such p′ and take s˙ such that (∀p′ ∈J)(p′  “s˙= s˙(p′)”). We
have that G′ and s˙ are as required.
Denition 42. Suppose 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support iteration and T is Suslin and
X is any set. We say that P is (T; X )-strictly complete iL whenever  is large for
{P; X } and M is a countable elementary substructure of H and {P; X; T}∈M and
∗ is the order-type of ∩M and N=(Ni : i6∗} is a -tower for M and p∈P ∩M
and "∈ ∩M and "∗ is the order-type of "∩M and G ∈Gen(M;P"; p  ")∩N"∗+1 then
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there are G′ ∈Gen(M;P; p) and a P"-name s˙ such that {r  " : r ∈G′}∈G and whenever
p˜ is an (M;P"; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G and p˜ is (〈Ni : "∗¡i6∗〉;
P"; T )-preserving then we have that there is s˜∈P such that s˜  "= p˜ and s˜ is an
(M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G′ and p˜ “s˜  ["; )= s˙” and
supt(s˜)⊆ "∪N∗ .
Lemma 43. Suppose P is (T; X )-strictly complete for some X . Then P does not add
reals.
Proof. Simply take "=0 in DeHnition 42.
Lemma 44. Suppose 〈P" : "6〉 is a countable support iteration based on 〈Q˙" : "¡〉
and T is Suslin and for all "¡ we have Q˙" is (T; X")-complete for P", and suppose
for every 6 we have that P is strictly strongly T -preserving. Then P is (T; X )-
strictly complete where X = 〈X" : "¡).
Proof. We work by induction on . Let ;M; ∗; "; "∗;N= 〈Ni : i6∗〉, p, and G be
as in the hypothesis of DeHnition 42.
Suppose Hrst that =  + 1. Let ∗ be the order-type of ∩M . By the induction
hypothesis we may take G1 ∈Gen(M;P; p  ) and s˙1 such that {r  " : r ∈G1}=G
and whenever p˜ is a lower bound for G which is both (M;P"; T )-completely pre-
serving and (〈Ni : "∗¡i6∗〉; P"; T )-preserving then we have that there is s˜∗ ∈P such
that s∗ is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G1 and s∗  "= p˜ and
p˜ “s∗  ["; )= s˙1” and supt(s∗)⊆ "∩N. By elementarity, we may assume that G1
and s˙1 are elements of N∗ . Because P is strictly strongly T -preserving, we may
take s˙′1 such that whenever p˜ is a lower bound for G which is both (M;P"; T )-
completely preserving and (〈Ni : "∗¡i6∗〉; P"; T )-preserving then p˜ “s˙′16s˙1” and
(p˜; s˙1) is (N∗ ; P; T )-preserving and p˜ “supt(s˙′1)⊆N∗ [GP" ].” Necessarily we have
that (p˜; s˙1) is (M;P; T )-completely preserving. By Lemma 41 we may take s˙2 and
G′ ∈Gen(M;P; p) such that G1 = {r   : r ∈G′} and whenever p˜ is a lower bound
for G1 which is both (M;P; T )-completely preserving and (N∗ ; P; T )-preserving then
(p˜; s˙2) is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G′. Let s˙ be the P"-name
for the pair (s˙′1; s˙2). Then s˙ and G
′ are as required.
Now we consider the case where  is a limit ordinal. Let 〈n : n∈!〉 be an increasing
sequence from ∩M coHnal in sup(∩M) such that 0 = ". For every integer n¿0
let ∗n be the order-type of n ∩M . Let 〈5n : n∈!〉 list the set of all P-names 5
in M such that 1 “5 is an ordinal.” Let 〈〈xn; An〉 : n∈!〉 list the set of all pairs
〈x; A〉 such that x∈T and rk(x)=!1 ∩M and A∈M and A is a P-name for a subset
of T .
Build 〈〈Gn; s˙n; s˙′n; pn〉 : n∈!〉 such that G0 =G and p0 =p and each of the following:
(1) Gn ∈Gen(M;Pn ; pn  n)∩N∗n +1,
(2) pn+16pn and pn+1 ∈P ∩M and pn+1  n ∈Gn and pn+1  n  “pn+1  [n; )
decides the value of 5n, and either xn =∈An or there are y¡xn and z ∈T ∩M such
that z¡= xn and pn+1  [n; ) ‘{y; z}⊆An’ ”,
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(3) s˙n ∈N∗n+1+1 and whenever p˜ is a lower bound for Gn and p˜ is both (M;Pn ; T )-
completely preserving and (〈Ni : ∗n¡i¡∗n+1〉; Pn ; T )-preserving, then there is s˜∈
Pn+1 such that s˜  n= p˜ and p˜ “s˜  [n; n+1)= s˙n” and s˜ is an (M;Pn+1 ; T )-
completely preserving lower bound for Gn+1,
(4) Gn= {r  n : r ∈Gn+1},
(5) whenever p˜ is a lower bound for Gn and p˜ is both (M;Pn ; T )-completely preserv-
ing and (〈Ni : ∗n¡i6∗〉; Pn ; T )-preserving, then p˜ “s˙′n6s˙n” and there is s˜∈Pn+1
such that s˜  n= p˜ and p˜ “s˜  [n; n+1)= s˙′n” and supt(s˜)⊆ n ∪N∗ and s˜ is
(〈Ni : ∗n+1¡i6∗); Pn+1 ; T )-preserving (necessarily, s˜ is (M;Pn+1 ; T )-completely
preserving).
The construction proceeds as follows. Given Gn and pn, construct pn+1 as in (2) as
follows. Choose q˙∈M such that pn  n  “q˙6pn  [n; ) and q˙ decides the value of
5n.” Let E= {r6pn  n : (∃s∈P)(s  n= r and r  “s  [n; )= q˙”)}. Because E ∈M
we may take r1 ∈E ∩Gn. Take q1 ∈P ∩M such that q1  n= r1 and r1  “q1  [n; )=
q˙.” Let X = {w∈T : q1  “w =∈An”}. We select q3 as follows. If xn =∈X let q3 = q1.
Otherwise, take y¡xn such that y∈X . We have r1  “q1  [n; )  ‘y =∈An”’ so we
may take q˙2 ∈M such that r1  “q˙26q1  [n; ) and q˙2  ‘y∈An.”’ Let E1 = {r6r1 :
(∃s∈P)(s  n= r and r  “s  [n; )= q˙2”)}. Because E1 ∈M we may take r2 ∈E1
∩Gn. Then take q3 ∈P ∩M such that q3  n= r2 and r2  “q3  [n; )= q˙2.” Let Y =
{w∈T : q3  “w =∈An”}. We build pn+1 as follows. If xn =∈Y then we let pn+1 = q3.
Otherwise, take z ∈Y ∩M such that z¡= xn. We have r2  “q3  [n; )  ‘z =∈An”’ so we
may take q˙4 ∈M such that r2  “q˙46q3  [n; ) and q˙4  ‘z ∈An.”’ Let E2 = {r6r2 :
(∃∈P)(s  n= r and r  “s  [n; )= q˙4”)}. Because E2 ∈M we may take r3 ∈E2 ∩
Gn. Then take pn+1 ∈P ∩M such that pn+1  n= r3 and r3  “pn+1  [n; )= q˙4.”
Given pn+1, use the fact that Pn+1 is (T; X )-strictly complete to take Gn+1 and s˙n as
in (1) and (3) and (4). Finally, use Lemma 36 to take s˙′n as in (5).
Let G′= {p∈M : (∃n∈!)(pn6p)}, and let s˙ be the P"-name for the concatenation
of (s˙′0; s˙
′
1; : : :), followed by 11;  where 1= sup(∩M).
We show that this choice of G′ and s˙ works. Given p˜ a lower bound for G
which is both (M;P"; T )-completely preserving and (〈Ni : "∗¡i6∗〉; P"; T 〉-preserving,
we build (p˜n : n∈!) such that p˜0 = p˜ and for every n∈! we have p˜n+1  n= p˜n
and p˜n+1 is a lower bound for Gn+1 and p˜n+1 is both (M;Pn+1 ; T )-completely pre-
serving and (〈Ni : ∗n+1¡i6∗〉; Pn+1 ; T )-preserving, and p˜n  “p˜n+1  [n; n+1)= s˙′n”
and supt(p˜n+1)⊆ "∪N∗ . This is possible because given p˜n, there is a Pn -name E
such that p˜n  “E is a closed subset of Spec(〈Ni : ∗n¡i6∗〉; Pn ; T ) of order-type
(∗+1)− (∗n +1) and (∀i∈E)(∀j∈ i∩E)(E ∩Nj ∈Ni[GPn ]).” Because p˜n  “(∗n+1 +
1)∩E has order-type at most (∗n+1 + 1)− ("∗ + 1),” we have p˜n  “{i∈E : ∗n+1¡i}
has order-type at least (∗ + 1) − (∗n+1 + 1), and hence has order-type exactly equal
to (∗ + 1)− (∗n+1 + 1).” Hence we may proceed to take p˜n+1 as given above.
Let r ∈P be such that supt(r)⊆ sup(∩M) and (∀n∈!)(r  n= p˜n). We have
p˜ “r  ["; )= s˙” and r is an (M;P; T )-completely preserving lower bound for G′.
Lemma 45. For every Aronszajn tree T there is a poset P(T ) such that P(T ) has
cardinality at most 2ℵ1 and 1P(T ) “T is not Suslin” and for every Aronszajn tree
T ∗ we have that P(T ) has (T ∗;ℵ2)-p.i.c. and P(T ) is strongly T ∗-preserving and
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whenever P is a T ∗-preserving poset which does not add reals and Q˙ and T˙ are P-
names and 1P “T˙ is an Aronszajn tree and Q˙=P(T˙ )” then Q˙ is (T ∗; T˙ )-complete
for P.
We prove this in Section 8.
The second half of the following theorem, in which CH fails, was proved in [19].
Theorem 46. If ZF is consistent, then so are ZFC + SH + NSA + CH and ZFC +
SH + NSA+ not CH.
Proof. Let T ∗ be a Suslin tree in a ground model satisfying GCH. To obtain the model
in which CH holds, form a countable support forcing iteration 〈P" : "6!2) based on
〈Q˙" : "¡!2〉 such that whenever T is an Aronszajn tree in V [GP!2 ] then for some
"¡!2 we have T ∈V [GP" ] and 1P" “Q˙"=P(T ) (as in Lemma 45),” and whenever
I is an antichain of T ∗ in V [GP!2 ] then for some "¡!2 we have that I∈V [GP" ] and
1P" “Q˙" is CU (S) or CU
∗(S) where S = {¡!1 : (∀x∈I)(rk(x) = )},” and every
Q˙" used in the iteration is one of these two possibilities.
By Lemma 29 we have that P!2 has !2-c.c. By Lemma 36 we have that P" is strictly
strongly T ∗-preserving for every "¡!2. Thus by Lemmas 40 and 44 we have for every
"6!2 that P" is (T ∗; X")-strictly complete for some X", and hence by Lemma 43 we
have that CH holds in V [GP!2 ].
Also, we have that V [GP!2 ] = “T
∗ is Aronszajn” by Lemma 13. It is clear that
V [GP!2 ] “T
∗ has no stationary antichain.”
To form the model in which CH fails, use CU ∗∗(S) in place of CU (S) and CU ∗(S).
We still have for every "6!2 that P" is T ∗-preserving and has !2-c.c.
The theorem is established.
8. The poset P(T)
In this section we introduce the poset P(T ) which satisHes Lemma 45. This poset
was deHned in [19]; we repeat the deHnition for the reader’s convenience. We Hx
Aronszajn trees T and T ∗ until DeHnition 62; from DeHnition 62 through Lemma 67
we have T ∗ is Suslin and T is merely a P-name for an Aronszajn tree.
Denition 47. Suppose n¿0. We set Tn equal to the set of all sets X of cardinality
at most n such that for some ¡!1 we have that (∀x∈X )(x∈T and rk(x)= ).
For each n, we have the obvious ordering inherited from the order of T , namely,
Z6Y iL both (∀z ∈Z)(∃y∈Y )(z6y) and (∀y∈Y )(∃z ∈Z)(z6y). We also have the
corresponding notion of rank for elements of Tn. Also, for Y ∈Tn and 6rk(Y ) we
set Y  = {z ∈T : rk(z)=  and (∃y∈Y )(z6y)}.
Lemma 48. Tn is an Aronszajn tree.
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Proof. Obvious.
Denition 49. = is a promise iL for some integer n= n(=) we have that = is a subset
of Tn, and there is some closed unbounded C =C(=)⊆!1 and some X = min(=)∈=
such that the following hold:
(1) for every Y ∈= we have rk(Y )∈C and X6Y ,
(2) for every Y ∈= and every Z ∈Tn such that X6Z6Y and rk(Z)∈C, we have
Z ∈=,
(3) whenever ∈C and Y ∈= and rk(Y )=  and ∈C and ¡ then there is an
inHnite W⊆= such that (∀W ∈W)(Y6W ) and whenever W and W ′ are distinct
elements of W then W and W ′ are disjoint.
The following fact is from [23, Fact V.6.7 (subfact B)], and is also proved in [20,
Lemma 50], [19, Lemma 28].
Lemma 50. Suppose .⊆Tn is uncountable and downwards closed, and suppose X
∈Tn and suppose every element of . is comparable with X . Then there is a promise
=⊆. such that min(=)=X .
Proof. See [23] or [20] or [19].
Denition 51. P∗ is the poset consisting of all T ′⊆T such that either T ′ is empty or
for some !¡!1 we have T ′ is a subtree of T of height ! + 1, ordered by reverse
end-extension. That is, T˜6P∗T ′ iL T ′⊆ T˜ and there is some non-limit !¡!1 such
that T ′= {y∈ T˜ : rk(y)¡!}.
For T ′ a non-empty element of P∗ we set maxrk(T ′) equal to the supremum of
{rk(y) :y∈T ′}. That is, the height of T ′ is maxrk(T ′) + 1.
Denition 52. Suppose = is a promise and T ′ ∈P∗. We say that T ′ ful1lls = iL T ′= ∅
or maxrk(T ′)∈C(=) and min(=)⊆T ′ and, letting n= n(=), we have that whenever
Y ∈= and Y ⊆T ′ and ∈C(=) and rk(Y )¡6maxrk(T ′) then there is an inHnite
W⊆= such that distinct elements of W are disjoint and for every W ∈W we have
Y6W and W ⊆T ′.
Denition 53. P(T )= {〈T ′; ?〉 :T ′ ∈P∗ and ? is a countable collection of promises
that T ′ fulHlls}, ordered by 〈T˜ ; ?˜〉6〈T ′; ?〉 iL T˜6P∗T ′ and ?⊆ ?˜.
For p= 〈T ′; ?〉 ∈P(T ) with T ′ non-empty, we set ht(p)=maxrk(T ′), and we shall
use the notations T ′p and ?p for the components of p.
Denition 54. Suppose n∈! and W ∈Tn and p∈P(T ). We say ♠(W;p) iL either
rk(W )¿ht(p) and W  ht(p)⊆T ′p or T ′p = ∅.
The following lemma is similar to [23, Fact V.6.7], [20, Lemma 54, 18, Lemma 2].
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Lemma 55. Suppose  is large for P(T ) and N is a countable elementary substructure
of H and P(T )∈N and p∈P(T )∩N and n∈! and W ∈Tn and rk(W )=!1 ∩N
and D∈N and D is open dense in P(T ) and ♠(W;p). Then there is q6p such that
q∈D∩N and ♠(W; q).
Proof. Suppose otherwise. We may assume T ′p = ∅. Let =ht(p) and let Z =W  .
Let .= {Y ∈Tn :Y is comparable with Z and there is no q6p such that q∈D and
♠(Y; q)}. We have .∈N and . is downwards closed.
Suppose Y¡W and Y =∈.. Then we can take q6p such that ht(q)6rk(Y ) and
q∈D and ♠(Y; q). Because Y ∈N we may assume that q∈N . Then this q exempliHes
the conclusion of the Lemma, contrary to our assumption that the Lemma is false.
Hence we conclude that every Y¡W must be in ..
We now have that N |=“. is uncountable,” hence . is uncountable. Hence by
Lemma 50 we may take =⊆. a promise with min(=)=Z . We have that T ′p fulHlls
= because, Hrst, ht(p)= rk(min(=)), and, second, we have min(=)=Z ⊆T ′p because
♠(W;p). Therefore we may take r ∈D such that r6〈T ′p;?p ∪{=}〉. Because T ′r fulHlls
= we may take Y ∈= such that Y ⊆T ′r and rk(Y )= ht(r). Because Y ∈. there is no
q6p such that q∈D and ♠(Y; q). However, we have r6p and r ∈D and ♠(Y; r).
This is a contradiction. The lemma is established.
Lemma 56. Suppose G is V -generic over P(T ). Then V [G] |=“T is not Suslin.”
Proof. Working in V [G], let T ′G =
⋃ {T ′p :p∈G}. Let I= {x∈T : x =∈T ′G and x is an
immediate successor of some element of T ′G}. Clearly I is an uncountable antichain
of T .
The following two lemmas are similar to [20, Lemma 59, 18, Lemma 7].
Lemma 57. Suppose  is large for P(T ) and N is a countable elementary sub-
structure of H and {P(T ); T ∗}∈N and p∈P(T )∩N and m∈! and W ∈Tm and
rk(W )=!1 ∩N and ♠(W;p) and A˙∈N is a P(T )-name for a subset of T ∗ and x is
N -generic for T ∗. Let !=!1 ∩N and let Z be the unique element of Tm below W
such that rk(Z)= ht(p). Then either:
(*) (∃q6p)(∃y¡x)(ht(q)¡! and ♠(W; q) and q“y∈ A˙”) or
(**) x∈Y = {y∈T ∗ : (∃W # ∈Tm)(rk(W #)= rk(y) and Z is below W # and (∀q6p)
(if ht(q)= rk(y) and ♠(W #; q) then there is a promise = such that min(=)=W #
and 〈T ′q ; ?q ∪{=}〉 “y =∈ A˙”))}.
Proof. Suppose (∗) fails and y¡x and ht(p)6rk(y). We show that y∈Y ; by choice
of x this suGces. Indeed, we show that the unique W # below W with rk(W #)= rk(y)
witnesses that y∈Y . For suppose q6p and ht(q)= rk(y) and ♠(W #; q) but there
is no = such that min(=)=W # and 〈T ′q ; ?q ∪{=}〉 “y =∈ A˙.” We may assume that
q∈N . Let .= {W ′ ∈Tm :W ′ is comparable with W # and (∀q∗6q) (if ht(q∗)¡rk(W ′)
and ♠(W ′; q∗) then q∗  “y =∈ A˙”)}. Notice that every W ′ below W is in ., hence
N |=“. is uncountable.” Hence . is uncountable. Also it is clear that . is downwards
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closed. By Lemma 50 we may take a promise =⊆. such that min(=)=W #. Let
q˜= 〈T ′q ; ?q ∪{=}〉. Clearly q˜∈P(T ), so it suGces to show that q˜ “y =∈ A˙” to achieve
a contradiction. Suppose instead that q′6q˜ and q′  “y∈ A˙.” Because T ′q′ fulHlls = we
may take W ′ ∈= with rk(W ′)¿ht(q′) such that ♠(W ′; q′). Since W ′ ∈. there is no
r6q with ht(r)¡rk(W ′) and ♠(W ′; r) and r  “y∈ A˙,” but q′ witnesses the opposite.
This is the desired contradiction and we are done.
Lemma 58. Suppose  is large for P(T ) and N is a countable elementary sub-
structure of H and {P(T ); T ∗}∈N and p∈P(T )∩N and m∈! and W ∈Tm and
rk(W )=!1 ∩N and ♠(W;p) and A˙∈N is a P(T )-name for a subset of T ∗ and x is
N -∗-generic for T ∗. Let !=!1 ∩N and let Z be the unique element of Tm below W
such that rk(Z)= ht(p). Then either:
(*) (∃q6p)(∃y ¡x)(y∈N and ht(q)¡! and ♠(W; q) and q “y∈ A˙”) or
(**) x∈Y = {y∈T ∗ : (∃W # ∈Tm)(rk(W #)= rk(y) and Z is below W # and (∀q6p)
(if ht(q)= rk(y) and ♠(W #; q) then there is a promise = such that min(=)=W #
and 〈T ′q ; ?q ∪{=}〉 “y =∈ A˙”))}.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 57.
Lemma 59. Suppose  is large for P(T ) and M and N are countable elementary
substructures of H and i6j¡!2 and {P(T ); T ∗}∈M ∩N and cf (i)= cf ( j)=!1 and
i∈N and j∈M and i∩N = j∩M and p∈P(T )∩N and h is an isomorphism from
N onto M and h is the identity on N ∩M and h(i)= j and n∈! and Winit ∈Tn and
rk(Winit) =!1 ∩N and p∈P(T )∩N and ♠(Winit ; p) and either i= j or sup(!2 ∩N )
¡j. Then there is q6p such that q6h(p) and q is (N; P(T ); T ∗)-preserving and
(∀r ∈P(T )∩N )(∀q′6q)(∃q∗6q′)(q∗6r iL q∗6h(r)) and ♠(Winit ; q) and whenever
D∈N is a dense open subset of P(T ) then (∃r ∈D∩N )(q6r).
Proof. Let !=!1 ∩N . Let 〈Dn : n∈!〉 enumerate the set of all D∈N such that D
is open dense in P(T ). Let 〈〈=n; Zn〉 : n∈!〉 enumerate the set of all pairs 〈=; Z〉 ∈N
such that =∈N is a promise and Z ∈=∩N , with inHnitely many repetitions. Let
〈〈xn; yn; An〉 : n∈!〉 enumerate the set of all triples 〈x; y; A〉 such that x is N -generic
for T ∗ and y is N -∗-generic for T ∗ and A˙∈N is a P(T )-name for a subset of T ∗.
We say ♣(q; x;W; A) iL for some m∈! we have q∈P(T ) and x∈T ∗ and W ∈Tm
and A∈N is a P(T )-name for a subset of T ∗ and there is some q′6q and some z¡x
such that ht(q′)¡rk(W ) and ♠(W; q′) and q′  “z ∈A.” We say ♣∗(q; y;W; A) iL for
some m∈! we have q∈P(T ) and y∈T ∗ and W ∈Tm and A∈N is a P(T )-name for
a subset of T ∗ and there is some q′6q and some z ¡y such that ht(q′)¡rk(W ) and
♠(W; q′) and q′  “z ∈A∩N [GP(T )].”
Build 〈〈Wm;pm;W ′m ; qm; r∗m; rm; W˜m; Z˜m;W ∗m ;W #m 〉 :m∈!〉 such that p0 =p and W0 =
Winit and all of the following hold:
(1) for some k ∈! we have W ′m ∈Tk and rk(W ′m)= ! and W ′m  ht(pm)=Wm  ht(pm)
and if ♣∗(pm; ym;Wm; Am) then W ′m =Wm, and otherwise for all p∗6pm we have
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that if ht(p∗)= ! and ♠(W ′m ; p∗) then there is a promise = such that T ′P∗ fulHlls
= and 〈T ′p∗ ; ?p∗ ∪{=}〉“ym =∈Am”,
(2) qm ∈P(T )∩N and qm6pm and ♠(W ′m ∪Wm; qm) and if ♣∗(pm; ym;Wm; Am) then
(∃z ¡ym)(qm  “z ∈Am ∩N [GP(T )]”),
(3) r∗m ∈Dm ∩N and r∗m6qm and ♠(W ′m ∪Wm; r∗m),
(4) rm= 〈T ′r∗m ;?r∗m ∪{h(=) :=∈?r∗m }〉,
(5) W˜m ∈=m and rk(W˜m)= ! and Zm6W˜m and if =m ∈?rm and Zm⊆T ′rm then
♠(W˜m; rm) and W˜m ∩ (Wm ∪W ′m)= ∅,
(6) if =m ∈?rm and Zm⊆T ′rm then Zm6Z˜m and Z˜m ∈ h(=m) and rk(Z˜m)= ! and
♠(Z˜m; rm) and Z˜m is disjoint from Wm ∪W ′m , and otherwise Z˜m= ∅,
(7) W ∗m =Wm ∪W ′m ∪ W˜m ∪ Z˜m,
(8) for some k ∈! we have W #m ∈Tk and rk(W #m )= ! and W #m  ht(rm)=W ∗m  ht(rm)
and if ♣(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) then W #m =W ∗m and otherwise for all p∗6rm such that
ht(p∗)= ! and ♠(W #m ; p∗) there is some promise = such that T ′p∗ fulHlls = and
〈T ′p∗ ; ?p∗ ∪{=}〉 “xm =∈Am”,
(9) Wm+1 =W #m ∪W ∗m ,
(10) pm ∈P(T )∩N and pm+16rm and ♠(Wm;pm) and if ♣(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) then
(∃z¡xm)(pm+1  “z ∈Am”).
The construction is justiHed as follows. We may choose W ′m as in requirement
(1) by Lemma 58. We may choose qm as in requirement (2) by the deHnition of
♣∗(pm; ym;Wm; Am). We may choose r∗m as in requirement (3) by Lemma 55. We may
choose W˜m as in (5) because rm fulHlls =m and we may take Z˜m as in (6) because
rm fulHlls h(=m). We may choose W #m as in requirement (8) by Lemma 57. We may
choose pm as in requirement (10) by the deHnition of ♣(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am); the rea-
son pm+1 may be taken in N is that if there is some ¡! and pm+16rm such that
ht(pm+1)=  and pm+1  “z ∈Am” and ♠(Wm+1; pm+1), then there is such a pm+1 ∈N
because ♠(Wm+1; pm+1) iL ♠(Wm+1  ; pm+1).
Let q′= 〈⋃ {T ′pm ∪Wm :m∈!};
⋃{?pm :m∈!}〉. To see that q′ ∈P(T ), notice that
if y∈T is below some member of Wm for some m∈!, then y∈T ′pn for all n¿m by♠(Wm;pn), which follows from ♠(Wn; pn) because Wm⊆Wn. Hence T ′q′ ∈P∗. To see
that T ′q′ fulHlls = whenever m∈! and =∈?pm , notice that W˜n ∈T ′q′ for inHnitely many
n such that ===n.
For every m∈! such that ♣(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) fails, let =′m witness the fact that q′
is not a counterexample to the fact that W #m satisHes requirement (8), and for every
m∈! such that ♣∗(pm; ym;Wm; Am) fails, let =∗m witness the fact that q′ is not a
counterexample to the fact that W ′m satisHes requirement (1). Let q= 〈T ′q′ ; ?q′ ∪{=′m :
♣(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) fails}∪ {=∗m :♣∗(pm; ym;Wm; Am) fails}〉. It is easy to check that this
choice of q satisHes the conclusion of the Lemma.
Corollary 60. P(T ) has (T ∗;ℵ2)-p.i.c. and is T ∗-preserving and does not add reals
(indeed, does not add any countable sequence of ordinals).
Lemma 61. P(T ) is strongly T ∗-preserving.
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Proof. We show that the set X = {P(T ); T ∗} witnesses the conclusion. We prove by
induction on 6¡!1 that whenever  is large for P(T ) andN= 〈Ni : i66〉 is a -tower
for {P(T ); T ∗} and p∈P(T )∩N0 and Winit ∈Tk for some k ∈! and rk(Winit) =!1 ∩
N6 and ♠(Winit ; p) then there is q6p such that q is (N; P(T ); T ∗)-preserving and
♠(Winit ; q). Suppose such an N and Winit and p are given.
For 6=0, the conclusion follows from Lemma 59, so we assume 6¿0.
If 6¿0 is not of the form ! for any countable ordinal ¿0, then we may take
ordinals ¡6 and (¡6 such that  + 1 + (= 6. By the induction hypothesis, we
may take q16p and E1 such that q1  “E1 ∈C(〈Ni : i6〉, P(T ); T ∗)” and ♠(Winit ; q1).
We may assume that q1 ∈N+1 and also that the P-name E1 is an element of N+1.
Now by the induction hypothesis we may take q6q1 such that q is (〈Ni : ¡i66〉,
P(T ); T ∗)-preserving and ♠(Winit ; q). Clearly q is as required.
We now assume that 6 is of the form ! with ¿0. Let !=!1 ∩N6. First we
deHne a function g mapping ! into 6. If there is an ordinal 1 with 1 + 1= , we set
g(n)=!1 · n for every n∈!. Otherwise, we take 〈1n : n∈!〉 an increasing sequence
coHnal in  and for every n∈! we set g(n)=!1n . Let 〈〈=n; Zn〉 : n∈!〉 enumerate the
set of all pairs 〈=; Z〉 ∈N such that =∈N is a promise and Z ∈=∩N , with inHnitely
many repetitions. Let 〈〈xn; yn; An〉 : n∈!〉 enumerate the set of all triples 〈x; y; A〉 such
that x is N6-generic for T ∗ and y is N6-∗-generic for T ∗ and A˙∈N6 is a P(T )-name
for a subset of T ∗. We say ♣6(q; x;W; A) iL for some m∈! we have q∈P(T ) and
x∈T ∗ and W ∈Tm and A∈N6 is a P(T )-name for a subset of T ∗ and there is some
q′6q and some z¡x such that ht(q′)¡rk(W ) and ♠(W; q′) and q′  “z ∈A.” We say
♣∗6(q; y;W; A) iL for some m∈! we have q∈P(T ) and y∈T ∗ and W ∈Tm and A∈N6
is a P(T )-name for a subset of T ∗ and there is some q′6q and some z ¡y such that
ht(q′)¡rk(W ) and ♠(W; q′) and q′  “z ∈A∩N6.”
We build 〈〈pm;W ′m ; qm; z∗m; W˜m; Z˜m;W ∗m ;W #m ; zm; m; km;Wm; rm; Sm〉 : n∈!〉 such that
q0 = q and k0 = 0 and W0 =Winit and each of the following hold:
(1) for some k ∈! we have W ′m ∈Tk and rk(W ′m)= ! and W ′m  ht(pm)=Wm  ht(pm)
and if ♣∗6(pm; ym;Wm; Am) then W ′m =Wm, and otherwise for all p∗6pm we have
that if ht(p∗)= ! and ♠(W ′m ; p∗) then there is a promise = such that T ′P∗ fulHlls
= and 〈T ′p∗ ; ?p∗ ∪{=}〉 “ym =∈Am”,
(2) qm ∈P(T )∩N6 and qm6pm and ♠(W ′m ∪Wm; qm) and z∗m ∈N6 and z∗m ¡ym and if
♣∗6(pm; ym;Wm; Am) then qm  “z∗m ∈Am ∩N6[GP(T )]”,
(3) W˜m ∈=m and rk(W˜m)= ! and Zm6W˜m and if =m ∈?qm and Zm⊆T ′qm then
♠(W˜m; qm) and W˜m ∩ (Wm ∪W ′m)= ∅,
(4) if =m ∈?qm and Zm⊆T ′qm then Zm6Z˜m and Z˜m ∈ h(=m) and rk(Z˜m)= ! and
♠(Z˜m; qm) and Z˜m is disjoint from Wm ∪W ′m , and otherwise Z˜m= ∅,
(5) W ∗m =Wm ∪W ′m ∪ W˜m ∪ Z˜m,
(6) for some k ∈! we have W #m ∈Tk and rk(W #m )= ! and W #m  ht(qm)=W ∗m  ht(qm)
and if ♣6(qm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) then W #m =W ∗m and otherwise for all p∗6qm such that
ht(p∗)= ! and ♠(W #m ; p∗) there is some promise = such that T ′p∗ fulHlls = and
〈T ′p∗ ; ?p∗ ∪{=}〉 “xm =∈Am”,
(7) rm ∈P(T )∩N6 and rm6qm and ♠(Wm; rm) and zm¡xm and if ♣6(qm; xm;W ∗m ; Am)
then rm  “zm ∈Am”,
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(8) g(km + 1)¡m¡6 and {qm; zm; z∗m}⊆Nm ,
(9) km+1 is an integer such that m¡g(km+1),
(10) Wm+1 =W #m ∪W ∗m , and
(11) pm+16rm and ♠(Wm;pm+1) and pm+1  “Sm⊆Spec(〈Ni : m6i6g(km+1 + 1)〉,
P(T ); T ∗) is a closed set of order-type greater than or equal to 1m where g(km+1) +
1m= g(km+1 + 1) such that (∀j∈ Sm)(∀i∈ j∩ Sm)(Sm ∩Ni ∈Nj[GP(T )])” and pm+1
∈Ng(km+1+1)+1 and the P(T )-name Sm is an element of Ng(km+1+1)+1.
The justiHcation is as in the proofs of Lemmas 34 and 59.
Let q′= 〈⋃ {T ′pm ∪Wm :m∈!};
⋃{?pm :m∈!}〉. As in the proof of Lemma 59 we
have q′ ∈P(T ).
For every m∈! such that ♣6(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) fails, let =′m witness the fact that q′
is not a counterexample to the fact that W #m satisHes requirement (6), and for every
m∈! such that ♣∗6(pm; ym;Wm; Am) fails, let =∗m witness the fact that q′ is not a
counterexample to the fact that W ′m satisHes requirement (1). Let q= 〈T ′q′ ; ?q′ ∪{=′m :♣6
(rm; xm;W ∗m ; Am) fails}∪ {=∗m :♣∗6(pm; ym;Wm; Am)fails}〉. It is easy to check that this
choice of q satisHes the conclusion of the lemma.
It remains to show that whenever P is a T ∗-preserving forcing which does not add
reals and 1P “Q˙=P(T˙ ) for some Aronszajn tree T˙” then Q˙ is (T ∗; T˙ )-complete
for P.
Denition 62. Suppose !¡!1. We say that Y is a !-tree iL the height of Y is ! and
every level of Y is countable, and whenever x∈Y and rk(x)6¡! then there is y¿x
such that rk(y)= . We say b is a !-branch of Y iL b is a maximal chain of Y and the
order-type of b under the ordering of Y is !. We set [Y ] to be the set of all !-branches
of Y .
Denition 63. Suppose !¡!1 and T is an !1-tree and Y = {x∈T : rk(x)¡!}. Sup-
pose W ⊆ [Y ] and p∈P(T ) and ht(p)¡!. Then ♠(W;p) is deHned to hold iL for
some (equivalently, all) ¡! such that ht(p)6 we have ♠(t; p) where t= {x∈Y :
(∃b∈W )(x∈ b and rk(x)= )}.
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 55. Notice, however, that in Lemma 64
we require s˙∈M rather than merely p “s˙∈M [GP].”
Lemma 64. Suppose  is large for P ∗ Q˙ and M is a countable elementary sub-
structure of H and {P ∗ Q˙; T ∗}∈M and !=!1 ∩M and (p; q˙)∈P ∗ Q˙∩M and
G ∈Gen(M;P; p) and ∈M is a P ∗ Q˙-name for an ordinal, and 1P “T is an
Aronszajn tree and Q˙ = P(T ).” Let Y =
⋃{Y ′ : (∃¡!)(∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “Y ′= {w∈T :
rk(w)= }”)}. Suppose B is a 1nite subset of [Y ] and whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-
completely preserving lower bound for G then p˜ “♠(B; q˙).” Then there is s˙∈M
such that p“s˙6q˙ and s˙ decides the value of ” and whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-
completely preserving lower bound for G then p˜ “♠(B; s˙).”
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Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. We may p “T ′q˙ = ∅.” For every (¡! let Z(=
{z ∈Y : (∃b∈B)(z ∈ b and rk(z)= ()}. Let ¡! be the unique ordinal such that for
some p′ ∈G we have p′  “ht(q˙)= O.” Let .∈M be a P-name such that p “.= {W ′
∈ T˙ n :W ′ is comparable with Z and there is no r˙6q˙ such that r˙ decides the value of
 and ♠(W ′; r˙)}.” Certainly . is downwards closed.
Claim. Suppose p˜ is a lower bound for G and (¡!. Then p˜ “Z( ∈..”
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Take p16p˜ such that p1 “Z( =∈..” We have p1  “(∃r˙6q˙)
(r˙ decides the value of  and ♠(Z(; r˙)).” Because G is M -generic, we may take p2 ∈G
such that p2 decides “(∃r˙6q˙)(r˙ decides the value of  and ♠(Z(; r˙)).” Necessarily we
have that p2 decides this positively. Let s˙ be a P-name in M such that 1P“s˙6q˙ and
s˙ decides the value of ” and p2 “♠(Z(; s˙).” We have that s˙ satisHes the conclusion
of the lemma, contrary to our assumption that the lemma is false. This contradiction
establishes the claim.
Fix p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving lower bound for G. By the Claim we
have that p˜ “(∀(¡!1)(∃Z ∈.)(rk(Z)¿(), and hence . is uncountable.” Therefore
we may take a P-name = such that p˜“= is a promise and =⊆. and min(=)=Z.”
Take r˙′ such that p˜“r˙′6〈T ′q˙; ?q˙ ∪{=}〉 and r˙′ decides the value of .” Because
p˜“T ′r˙′ fulHlls =,” we may take Z such that p˜“Z ∈= and ♠(Z; r˙′).” Because p˜“Z
∈.,” we know that there is no r˜ such that p˜“r˜6q˙ and r˜ decides the value of
 and ♠(Z; r˜).” But r˙′ is such an r˜. This contradiction establishes the
lemma.
Lemma 65. Suppose  is large for P(T ) and M is a countable elementary substructure
of H and {P(T ); T ∗}∈M , and suppose ! and Y are as in De1nition 63. Then
Lemmas 57 and 58 continue to hold when the hypothesis W ∈Tm is replaced by
W ⊆ [Y ] is 1nite.
Proof. Repeat the proofs of Lemmas 57 and 58.
Lemma 66. Suppose  is large for P ∗ Q˙ and T ∗ is Suslin and M is a countable ele-
mentary substructure of  and {P∗Q˙; T ∗}∈M and !=!1 ∩M and (p; q˙)∈P∗Q˙∩M
and G ∈Gen(M;P; p) and A˙∈M is a P ∗ Q˙-name for a subset of T ∗ and 1P “T is
an Aronszajn tree and Q˙=P(T )” and p“T ′q˙ = ∅.” Let Y =
⋃{Y ′ : (∃¡!)(∃p′ ∈G)
(p′ “Y ′= {w∈T : rk(w)= }”)}. Suppose W is a 1nite subset of [Y ] of size m. Let 
be the unique ordinal such that (∃p′ ∈G)(p′ “ht(q˙)= O”). Let Z = {w∈T : rk(w)= 
and (∃b∈W )(w∈ b)}. Suppose whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving
lower bound for G then p˜“♠(W; q˙).” Suppose also that x∈T ∗ is and rk(x)= !.
Then there are P-names s˙ and y and z, all in M , such that p “s˙6 q˙” and whenever
p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving lower bound for G then p˜ “♠(W; s˙) and
y ¡ x and z ¡x and z ∈T ∗ ∩M [GP] and either s˙ ‘{y; z}⊆ A˙’ or there is W # ∈Tm
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such that Z is below W # and whenever s˙′6s˙ and ♠(W #; s˙′) and ht(s˙)= ! then there
is a promise = such that min(=)=W # and 〈T ′s˙′ ; ?s˙′ ∪{=}〉 ‘x ∈ A˙.’ ”
Proof. By Lemma 65 we have that whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving
lower bound for G we have that p˜ forces that either
(∗) (∃s˙6q˙)(∃y¡x)(∃z ∈T ∗ ∩M [GP])(z ¡x and ht(s˙)¡! and ♠(W; s˙) and s˙ ‘{y; z}
⊆ A˙’) or
(∗∗) (∃W #∈Tm)(rk(W #)= ! and Z is below W # and (∀s˙6q˙)(if ht(s˙)= ! and
♠(W #; s˙) then there is a promise = such that min(=)=W # and 〈T ′s˙ ; ?s˙∪{=}〉 ‘x ∈A))’.
Case 1: Whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving lower bound for G then
p˜ “(∗∗).”
Take s˙= q˙ and take y¡x arbitrary and take z ∈T ∗ ∩M such that z ¡x arbitrary.
Case 2: Otherwise.
Take p˜ an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving lower bound for G such that p˜ “(∗).”
Choose P-names y and z and s˙ to be witnesses. By strengthening p˜ we may as-
sume that y and z are actual nodes of T ∗ rather than merely P-names for such.
Also by strengthening p˜ we may take an ordinal (¡! such that p˜ “ht(s˙)= (”. Let
W˜ = {w∈T : (∃b∈W )(w∈ b and rk(w)= ()}. Let S = {p∗∈P :p∗ “(∃s˙6q˙)(ht(s˙)= (
and ♠(W˜ ; s˙) and s˙ ‘{y; z}⊆ A˙′)”}. We have S ∈M , so we may Hx p∗ ∈G such that
either p∗ ∈ S or p∗ is incompatible with every element of S. We also have that p˜∈ S
so necessarily p∗ ∈ S. We may take s˙0 to be a witness to the fact that p∗ ∈ S. Now
we choose s˙1 in M such that p∗  “s˙1 = s˙0” and whenever r˜ is incompatible with p∗
then r˜  “s˙1 = q˙.” The lemma is established.
Lemma 67. Suppose T ∗ is Suslin and P is a T ∗-preserving forcing which does not
add reals and T is a P-name and 1 P “T is an Aronszajn tree and Q˙=P(T ).” Then
Q˙ is (T ∗; T )-complete for P.
Proof. Suppose ;M; N; G, and (p; q˙) are as in DeHnition 42. Let !=!1 ∩M . Let
Y =
⋃{Y ′ : (∃¡!)(∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “Y ′= {w∈T : rk(w)= ”)}.
Claim. Suppose p˜ is an N -generic lower bound for G. For every P-name x such that
p˜ “x∈T and rk(x)= !,” let b(x) be a P-name such that p˜ “b(x)= {z ∈T : z¡x}.”
Then p˜ “(∀x∈T )(rk(x)= ! implies b(x)∈N ).”
Proof. Let D= {p′6p˜ : (∃X )(p′  “X = {b(x) : x∈T and rk(x)= !}.” Notice that
D∈N . Let J⊆D be a maximal antichain. By Corollary 60 we have that J is pre-dense
below p˜. For each p′ ∈J let X (p′) witness the fact that p′ ∈D. Clearly for every
p′ ∈J∩N we have X (p′)⊆N . Given p16p˜, use the fact that p˜ is N -generic to se-
lect p26p1 and p′ ∈J∩N such that p26p′. We have that p2  “(∀x∈T )(rk(x)= !
implies b(x)∈X (p′)),” and so the claim is proved.
For W ⊆ [Y ] let f(W ) be the P-name characterized by p “f(W )= {x∈T : rk(x)= !
and {y∈T :y¡x}∈W}.”
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Let 〈bm :m∈!〉 list [Y ]∩N . Let D∗= {p˜∈P : p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely pre-
serving lower bound for G and whenever =∈M is a P-name then there is some Z=(p˜) a
countable subset of [Y ] such that p˜ “if = is a promise then {f(Z) :Z ∈Z=(p˜)}= {W
∈= : rk(W )= !}”}. Let J∗ ∈N be a maximal antichain of D. By Corollary 60 we have
that J∗ is pre-dense in {p˜∈P : p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-strongly preserving lower bound for
G}. We may assume that the function with domain equal to the set of pairs (=; p˜)
such that =∈M is a P-name and p˜∈J which maps (=; p˜) to Z=(p˜) is an element
of N .
Let 〈m :m∈!〉 enumerate all ∈M such that  is a P ∗ Q˙-name for an ordinal. Let
〈〈xm; Am〉 :m∈!〉 enumerate the set of all pairs 〈x; A〉 such that x∈T ∗ and rk(x)= !
and A∈M and A is a P ∗ Q˙-name for a subset of T ∗. Let 〈〈=m; Zm; p˜m〉 :m∈!〉
list, with inHnitely many repetitions, all triples 〈=; Z; p˜〉 such that p˜∈J∗ ∩N and
p “= is a promise” and Z ⊆Y and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “Z ∈=”) and the P-name = is
in M .
We build 〈〈m; Z˜m;W ′m; s˙m; ym; zm; q˙m; (m; Z∗m〉 :m∈!〉 such that q˙0 ∈M and p “q˙06q˙
and T ′q˙0 = ∅” and W0 = ∅ and
(1) m¡! and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “ht(q˙m)= m”),
(2) Z˜m= {x∈Y : (∃b∈Wm)(x∈ b and rk(x)= m)},
(3) W ′m ∈N is a Hnite subset of [Y ] and Z˜m= {x∈Y : (∃b∈W ′m)(x∈ b and rk(x)= m)}
and s˙m and ym and zm are all P-names in M such that p “s˙m6q˙m” and whenever
p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving lower bound for G then p˜ “♠(Wm; s˙m)
and ym¡xm and zm ¡xm and zm ∈T ∗ ∩M [Gp] and either s˙m  ‘{ym; zm}⊆Am’ or
whenever s˙′6s˙m and ♠(W ′m; s˙′) and ht(s˙′)= ! then there is a promise = such that
min(=)=W ′m and 〈T ′s˙′ ; ?s˙′ ∪{=}〉 ‘xm ∈Am’”,
(4) q˙m+1∈M and p “q˙m+16s˙m and q˙m+1 decides the value of m” and whenever p˜ is
an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving lower bound for G then p˜“♠(Wm∪W ′m ; q˙m+1)”,
(5) (m¡! and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “ht(q˙m+1)= (m”),
(6) if (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “=m ∈?q˙m+1 and Zm⊆T ′q˙m+1”) then Z∗m ∈Z=m(Pm) is disjoint from
Wm ∪W ′m and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “♠(f(Z∗m); q˙m+1)”) and Zm= {y∈Y : (∃b∈Z∗m)(y∈ b
and rk(y)= rk(Zm))}, and otherwise Z∗m= ∅,
(7) Wm+1 =Wm ∪W ′m ∪Z∗m.
We now show that this construction is possible. Given m; q˙m, and Z˜m, we may
take W ′m and s˙m and ym and zm as in (3) by Lemma 66. We may then take q˙m+1 as
in (4) by Lemma 64. To see that we may take Z∗m as in (6), notice that if p
′ ∈G
and p′  “=m ∈?q˙m+1 and Zm⊆T ′q˙m+1” then we may take Z ⊆Y and p∗ ∈G such that
rk(Z)= (m and Zm6Z and p∗  “♠(Z; q˙m+1).” Then Z∗m can be taken to be any element
of Z=m(pm) such that Z ⊆{x∈Y : (∃b∈Z∗m)(x∈ b)} and Z∗m is disjoint from Wm ∪W ′m.
Let s˜ be a P-name such that p “s˜= 〈T ′; ?〉 where T ′= ⋃{T ′q˙m ∪f(Wm) :m∈!}∩T
and ?=
⋃{?q˙mm∈!}.” Let G′= {(p′; q′)∈P ∗ Q˙∩M : (p′  “(∃m∈!)(q˙m6q′)”)}.
Claim. Suppose p˜ is a lower bound for G which is both (M;P; T ∗)-completely pre-
serving and N -generic. Then p˜ “s˜∈ Q˙.”
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Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that p∗6p˜ and m∈! and p∗  “=∈?q˙m
and T ′ does not fulHll =.” By strengthening p∗ we may take k ∈! and Z ⊆Y and
p# ∈J∗ ∩N and =∗ a P-name in M such that p∗  “===∗ and Z ∈= and Z ⊆=′ and
whenever Z˜ ∈= and rk(Z˜)= ! and Z6Z˜ and Z˜ ⊆T ′ then Z˜ ⊆f(Wk)” and p∗6p#. We
may take n¿k such that n¿m and =∗==n and Z =Zn and p# =pn and rk(Z)6(n.
By requirement (6) we have Z∗n ∈Z=n(pn) and (∃p′ ∈G)(p′  “♠(f(Z∗n ); q˙n+1)”). By
the construction of s˜ we have p˜ “f(Z∗n )⊆T ′.” Hence p∗  “f(Z∗n )⊆f(Wk).” This
contradicts the fact that k¡n. The claim is established.
For each m let =∗m , be a P-name such that whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T
∗)-completely
preserving lower bound for G then p˜ forces that =m is a witness to the fact that s˜ is
not a counterexample to (3).
Now let s˙ be a P-name such that whenever p˜ is an (M;P; T ∗)-completely preserving
lower bound for G we have p˜ “s˙= 〈T ′; ?∪{=∗m :m∈!}〉.” It is clear that s˙ and G′
are as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 67, and hence also Lemma 45
and Theorem 46.
Appendix: Remarks on iterated proper forcing
The theory of iterated proper forcing, developed by Shelah, has been explicated by a
number of mathematicians. Shelah introduced properness and proved the Fundamental
Theorem of Proper Forcing, which states that properness is preserved by countable
support iterations. Two points deserve comment, however, to ensure that the proofs are
technically accurate. As pointed out by Kunen [16, exercises VIII.E.2 and VIII.E.4],
there is a diGculty associated with passing from a class of names to a set of names.
Indeed, as these two Exercises show, the Fundamental Theorem of Proper Forcing is,
literally speaking, false if one uses the deHnition [16, DeHnition VIII.5.2]. We therefore
use instead the following deHnition for two-step iteration.
Denition A.1. Suppose P is a poset and 1 P “Q˙ is a poset.” Then P ∗ Q˙ is the poset
with the obvious ordering relation whose domain is {〈p; q˙〉 :p∈P and p “q˙∈ Q˙” and
P-rank(q˙)6P-rank(Q˙)}, where for every P-name x we deHne P-rank(x)= sup{P-rank
(y) + 1 : (∃p∈P)(〈p; y〉 ∈ x)} for non-empty x, and P-rank(∅)= 0.
Use of DeHnition A.1 alleviates the diGculty pointed out by [16], and makes the
Fundamental Theorem of Proper Forcing literally true, even without recourse to “full
names” [16, DeHnition VIII.7.1]. However, there is a second diGculty. A careful exam-
ination of the proofs of the Fundamental Theorem reveal that they all use the following
fact [20, Lemma 71].
Fact A.2. Suppose 〈P" : "6〉 is a forcing iteration, and ¡. Then in V [GP ] we
have that if x is the P˙; -name for x′ and y is the P˙; -name for y′, then the P-
named ordered pair of the P˙; -names x and y is the P˙; -name corresponding to the
ordered pair of x′ and y′.
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The bad news is that this Fact is not universally true. The good news is that the Fact
is indeed true provided that we are very careful in our conventions regarding names
for names. We require the following deHnition.
Denition A.3. Suppose 6¡. We say that I is a transparent function from the
class of P-names into the class of P-names iL each of the following:
(A) Whenever x is a P-name then I(x) is a P-name for a P˙; -name for x,
(B) Whenever "66¡ and p∈P and p  " “p  ["; ) ‘I"(x)= I"(y)’” then
p   “p  [; ) ‘I(x)= I

(y),’”
(C) Whenever "66¡ and p∈P and p" “I"(x)= I"(y)” then p “I(x)=
I(y),”
(D) Whenever 6¡ then P-rank(I(y))6P-rank(y).
Lemma A.4. There exists a transparent function for each pair  and .
Proof. Let I(a)= {〈op(I(5); s); p  〉 :P-rank(5)¡P-rank(a) and p   “5∈ a and
s∼=p  [; )” and P-rank(s)6P-rank(P˙ )}, where “op” is deHned as on [16, DeHni-
tion VII.2.16].
As long as we restrict our attention to transparent functions, then the Fact is true
provided also we use the following deHnition:
Denition A.5. Suppose 〈P : 6〉 is a forcing iteration and "¡. Then p  ["; ) is
some P"-name such that 1 P" “dom(p  ["; ))= [ O"; O)” and whenever "6(¡ then
1 P" “(p  ["; ))( O()= I
"
((p(()).”
Notice that the deHnition in the proof of Lemma A.4 depends on DeHnition A.5 and
vice versa; however, DeHnition A.5 for the ordinal  only depends on the deHnition
in the proof of Lemma A.4 for ordinals ( less than , and the deHnition in the proof
of Lemma A.4 for the ordinal  depends on DeHnition A.5 for ordinals less than or
equal to . So these two deHnitions are, together, a legitimate recursive deHnition.
Because the deHnition of I(a) used in [20] does not yield a transparent function, all
of the proofs of [20] which rely on [20, Lemma 71] are, literally speaking, incorrect,
but become correct provided that we substitute the deHnition for I(a) given above.
We take this opportunity to give several more errata to [20].
The condition 1 “s˙∈ Q˙” ought to be omitted from the statement of [18, Lemma 33]
and the corresponding statement 1 “s˙∈ P˙"; ” should be omitted from [20, DeHni-
tion 34].
The hypothesis p “Q˙ is ( OS; OT )-preserving” should be omitted from [20, Lemma 21].
Similarly for [19, Lemma 17].
The condition “(¡!2” was inadvertently omitted from the statement of
[20, Lemma 43] and “∩M = ∩N” was omitted from its proof.
The proof of Case 1 of the proof of [20, Lemma 56] only covers the case p∈N(.
Fortunately, if p ∈N( then the proof is entirely trivial, because the existence of the
appropriate q is guaranteed by [20, Lemma 55].
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I have been asked why the set J∗ in [20, Lemma 61] is pre-dense below G. This
is because by [20, Lemma 55] we have that P adds no new countable sequences of
ordinals.
The “not adding reals” portion of [20] can be made more elegant by making the fol-
lowing change in DeHnition 34, and corresponding changes in the proof of Theorem 36:
in the conclusion of DeHnition 34 replace “whenever p is Ni-generic for "∗¡i6∗+1
then (p; s˙) is a lower bound for G′” by “whenever p is Ni-generic for "∗¡i6∗ then
(p; s˙) is a lower bound for G′ and supt(p; s˙)⊆ "∪N∗ .” This change has been incor-
porated in the “not adding reals” portion of the present paper.
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